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Bureau Of Labor Statistics EmployrpeEnt
Projections: Detailed Analysis Of
Selected Occupations And Industries

Every 2 years the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) prepares and reports projectipns of
future employment by occupation and by
industry.

This report examines the process that BLS
uses to generate its employment projec-
tions and analyzes the major factors affect-
ing these projections. 'A companion keport
(GAO (OCE -85-2) lists specific technologi-
cal assumptions BILS used in projecting
1995 employment levels.
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The Honorable Berkley Bedell
House of Representatives.

. Dear.Mr. Bedell:
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SUBJECT:, Bureau of Lfibor.Statistics Employment Projections',
Detailed Analysis ef Selectsd Occupations and
Industries.(GAO/OCE85.1)

..
I

4

As the Chairmain, Subcommittee on Generol Oversight and.the
EconoMy, Committe.eion Small BUsihese, you requested'ithat the .

General AccOuntihgOffice examine certain issues concerning
projections of future employment levels made byl the Bureau of
Labor Statistics 4BLS)1. In subsequentdiscussions with your
office, it was agreed that we would issue two-report, in-response'
to your request. One report would foOus on the process BLS uses
to project future employment levels; the other report would
describe in detafl specific techndlogical assumptions that BLS
used in projecting 1995 employment levels for certain industries
and occupations..

This first report describes the process that BLS uses to pro-
ject future employment levels.and analyzes the major factors that
influence these projections. To accomplish these objectives, we '

first reviewed the entire emploYMent projection.procearand pre-
pared a brief description of that process based on our survey of
the relevant literature and interviews With1BLSofficials. A
primary purpose, of thisreview was to identify the majortfactors
affecting BLS' projections'of fAure employment levels. We then
analyzed in detail the relative effects.of these deterMining fac-
tors on BLS' projections of 1995'employment levels ffbi each of the
specific industries and occupations that you askedus too,examine.

. During our review we learned that BLS uses a system of fiA
inter - linked economic models to project the size, of the labor
force, the level of aggregate economic activity,' the demand for
goods and services by indus)ry, and 'the d.amand for labor by

aVr

'The Bureau of Labor Statistics is responsible for the Depart-
ment of Labor's economic and statistical research activities.
As the federal government's principal dat4-gathering agency.in
the field of labor economics, BLS collects, processes, analyzes
and disseminates data do employment, unemployment, wagfs, pro-
ductivity and technological change.
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4induitry and by occupation...BLS makes certaih checks to'assure,
Ahat the restate of these models are internally'Consistent../f

. any incansistencies are .founc4 BLSoMakes'judgmental adjustments
to thy models 'to- eliminate thole..

.

We also fqpnd that thesBLS employment projebtion process.is
based on basic,economic principles that posit changes in the. -

'level and 'distributioh'of aggregate demand and new technologies'
N gas primary determinahts of changin employment levels in indiVi- .

dual industries ands cuiations. Specifically, we identified

ic
'J.. five major determine is of BLS' employment projections: tbs.
projected level, of g osi national product GNP),, demand'

Alistribution4 productivity, input -output. reletioffships among
industries, and Staffing paterns. -'

%.

. -
t

To ill Irate the ,relative effects of them' determinants,-we'
-designed two sets of computer simulations that BLS performed at
our request. Thei' tvlo pets of simulations generated similar

c" results and shqwed that

o' the projected level of GNP has relatively greater
0 effect on prOjekted employment levels than armother

flaterminant.. and ,,--
0

ig 441` 40
1

co, the relative idportaime of each of the other determinants .

varied,substantkally from one industry to another, and
from one occupation to another. :it is these4factbrs Aat

,actually affect how the wojected rates of growth in e ..
employment vary among andustties and occupations.

I

I

4
A 'second, companion report (GANOCE-35-2) desCribes in de-

tai.specific technological assumptions regardinveach of)the 59
durable goods industries and the 40 highest groWth occupations
that you asked us to examine. We obtained this information
through interviews with imp officials.

. 1 . 4.

Our review. was made- during the period October 19 83

- .

October 1984 and wire performed in accordance with geieraIly
. accepted government audit standards, except that wetiO not

review the general controls and application controli of the
computer-based system that BLS uses to generate its empa yment
forecasts.

,

THE BLS EMPLOYMENT PROJECTION PROCESS

On December 14, 1183, we briefed yor office on the five
4

economic models that, *hen linked together% comprise the system ,

that BLSuses to produce its employment projections The five
models are: (1)' a labor force model, (2) an econometric model of
th9ru.s. ecoriomy, (3),an Industry activity model, (4) %an industry-
labbr demand model, and (5) an occupational labor demand Model.

5 . /2 .
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During the projection process, tht economic variables fore
by any'.one model become inputi to one or mo4,of the %ubse

....models.. (A detailed explanation of thede mod is and their

.
..

rertimhnships is prOvided in Enclosure IA
. . .# . .

. -
,These five economic models. are.used by BLS.14.the.fol

* six-step process:
I. 7

.

I

tasted'
quent
eintpr-

. (1) The labor 'force model is used to project the future size of
the labor force.

..,.
. ' f

..(2) Ba.sed_on theresults of forecast and quantifiable,
assumptions aboUt the 1; of certain economic activity
(e.ge, the amount of go r ment expenditutes for national

.

defense)1 the macroeconomic Model is then used to project)
such'macroeconomilkvariables as unemploympnt, inflation, and
the level of GNP and- its valious components, such as per-
sonal consumption expenditures and business investment
txpenditures. These components of GNP represent aggregate .

finAl demands (which are purchases of goods and services by
endlisets) as opposed to intermediate demands (which 'are

.

.

purchases of goo1ls and services tiy :Intermediate users for
%. .

- .

-.;.

,

I

further production).

(3) In the industry activity model, t 73recasted aggregate
' --fin41 demenotfor goods and services are allocated across

various, industries by means of a bridge table -- a set of
percentage distributions of the aggregate final'demands
among industkies.

-% .
a .

(4) The resulting forecasts of fihal
.

demands for industrial out-
1 puts are.ther transformed'irlto total .demands: (final plus

intermediate demands) for those outputs by use'of an input-.

4 output table -- basically-, ifotable of toefficiients showing
.

the amount of inputs.required from every'industry to PrqOuce
one dollar's worth of a specific industry's output.

(5) 'the industry labor demand model is used to fOrecast each
industry's* future employment based on 'the prdjected total
demand for that industry's output and the-values of certain
economic variablet, as forecasted by the macroeconomic

(6) The occupational labor demand model is then use0 to
transform the forecasted employment lw,iels for,individual,
industries into employment forecasts for individd41 occupa-
tions. /This final step is accomplished.byallocating
industry employment foredastd among occupations by means of
staffing patterns -- ratios of employment in each occupation,
in each industry to total employment in the industry.

.

.
, .

. r

...
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After obtaining its initial set ofoCcupational employment
. projections, BLS reviews the projections, generated by each model

in the forecasting system to. assure internal consistency. .

Examples-of such,consiZtency checks include: (1)the summation
of forecasted industry final demandsmust equal forecasted GNP;
and (2) thessummation of forecasted' industry employment levels
must equal the:forecasted size bf the laborsfOrce minu& the fore-
casted of aggregate unemployment. If an Inconsistency is
found, an adjustment is made in at least one parameter, :sueh as a
particUlar iindustry's,input-output coefficient or staffing pat-
tern ratio.

The determinations as to which parametets ehould be changed,
and what the magnitude and direction of any. such changes should
be, are judgmental. But each time.such a change is made, it
could have tamificationa, for 'the employment projections -for.,
several industries or occupations. For example, a change th the
input- output coefficient-relating the use Of steel. in the produc-
tion, of motor vehicles will not only affect the employment pro-

. jections of thesetwo, industries, but might also affect those of ,

the aluminum and.glask induitries... Similarly, a chang6 in the
LAaffkng pattern ratio relatipg,therelative ftployment of hand
bookkeepers in the motor vehicle industry could also affect the
employment projections for computer Orogrammers.and computer
operators in that industry. Thusl'once a given set.of adjust-
menys has been. made, ALs agafnAchecks for internal consistency.
If Necessary, further adjustmentd are made until, (1).internally
consistent, results are obtained, and (2) all adjustments' that
have been made to input-output coefficients and staffing pattern
'ratios are deemed to be ieasonably'consistent with expected
changes in technology and the occupational composition of the
wofk force, .n

. While the BLS employment projection process is complex, it
is based on balc-economic principles that: posit changes in the ,

level and distribution of aggregate demand and new technologies
primarydetprminants of charging employment levels in indivi-

dual tn stries and.occ patiems. 'Changes in the level of GNP --
the outc me of the seco d step in the BLS process -- willshange!
thw,dema d for'labor in the entire economy, in each indubtry, and-
.in each occupation. Cha es ,fn the distribution of final demands
for goods and services will have_ differential employment effects
across industries and occupations. For.exaMple, a shift in the
composition of demand from agricUltural'produce to durable goods

-lin result in employmeRt increases in the durable goods indus-
tries and ih those occupations more prevalent in the manufacture .

and distr bution of, those goods. Change6 in thedistribption.of
demand a gonsidered both in the second step of BLS process when
the various components of GNP are projected, and in the third..0

0- step, when these forecasted final demands are allociatec3 `among
industriOs by use of a bridge table. /

1.
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Technological change can also have a substantial impact on
future industry and occupational employment leve New-produc-

e
tion'techniques can .substantially affect an ind.. 's labor
prodUctivity, its interrelationships with othe as
.embodied in'its set of input-output coefficie.cL. and its staff-
ing pattern.rtios. In the BLS process, an increase in an indus-
try's-labor productivity would be reflected in tlie fifth step by
a reduction in the estimated amount of labor rtquired to produce
each unit of that indusiry's'projecte4 output. The employment
effects of technological change might also be reflected by judg-

) mental changes, in an< industry's input-output coefficients and
staffing' pattern ratios. Changes, to he former, whichls.h:w the

types and amounts .of intermediate products required'to produce
one unit of an industry's output, are mad in the fourth step of
'the.BLS process. Whether a. particular. adjustment to' an indus- .

try's input- output coefficient increases or decreases its pro-
jected employment depends on the nature of the adjustment and
whether the intermertiate products compleMerit or *lbstitutefor
labor in the production process. *Changes in staffing pattern;.
ratios, which die made in the sixth and final-.step of the BLS

tprocess, woqld only affect projection's of employment levels by
oecupation, and pot the projected*indUstry employment 'levels.

*SIMULATIONSSHOW IMPACTS
OF MAJOR DETERMINANTS .

.

.

Conceptually, there are two blsic ways to show the relative
.

impacts of eacn of these five determinants -- GNP, demand distri-
bution, productivity, input-output coefficients, and staffing' .

pattern ratios =on the 1995 BLS employment projections. First,
one could simulate what the projected'employment levels would
haile been if only.one determinant at a time was allowed to

.

'change. Alternatively,vone could simulate what the projected 4

levels would have'been if only one determinant at a time was held, .
%

# constant. The two sets of computer simulations that we asked *BLS

to.perform were based on these two respective approaches. ..

.

r
Results of First Sgt ofItimulations i

.

i . .

i In the first set of simulations, one determinant at a time r

was assigned its 1995 projected level, while the others were held
constant at their 1977 values. (This benchmark Was used because
BLS' inpUt-output table'has been updated to 1977.) Table 1prel

Lli

sents the results of these simulations f r tie durable goods
indOstries. The first column of this t le shows estimated
wage-and-salary employment in each ind stryN0-1977. The second
column shows the actual projected 1995 industry employment of
wage-and-salary workers.in each industry, which is the net effect
of the projected changes in all of the determinants. Columns 3
through'6 show what the BLS would have projected wage-and-salary
employment to be in'each industry in 1995 if only the determinant
rioted at the head of each colunin had been allowed to change.

0 .' 5
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To illuterate how these results should be interpreted,
consider the first industry listed in the stable, "electronic

.

.components." TheMS.begins with an estimate of 1977 wage-and
,

salary einploymerit in this industry of 405,000 (column 1). When?'
all determinants are assigned their 1995 levelse.the result is aprOjecttd 1995 employment of 849,800 (column 2)--an increase of
110 percent. -If GNP is assigned its 1995 projected level, but
all other determinants are held constant at their 1977 levels,
the projacted 1995 wage-and-sa;ary employment in this industry is
640,500.(column 3) ---a 58-peraent increase from the.1977 level..
(This percentage increase is same as that projected for WP.)
Thus, the combined effect oi the projected changes in the other
three determinants-- demand distributin, productivity and input-
output coefficients--produce in edditionel net increase of
209,300*(or 520percent) in prOjeCted 1995 employment.

Takep'Vy itself, the projected-change in the composition of
final demands for goods and services would increase'this indus-
try's 1977 wage-and-salary employment of 405,000 tO a projected
1995 employment:of 597,800 (column 4)--an increase o 48 per-
cent. This result implies that the pattern of fina demands in
the future is projected to shift toward electronic products, thus
causing a relative increase in the demand fot lab* in this

Ainduptry.

When labor productivity is the Only determihant assigned its
1995 projected level, projected 1995 wage-and-salary employment
is only 209,000 (column 5), which is 196,000 less than the 1977
employment level of 405,000. This result implies that labor pro-
ductivity is projectedto increase substantially in this indus-
try, thereby causing' a reduction in the number of wage-and-salAry
workers required to produce the 1977 level of output.

Finally, when the industry's set oflinput-output coeffi-
cients is the only one of the determinants assigned its 1995
-value, the projected 1995 employment of wage-and-salary workers
in this industry increases to 712,600 (column 6). This result
implies tha't the intermediate demands for electronic components
are projected to increase substantially by 1995, thus causing a
significant increase in the demand for labor in this industry.

The only result whichuniformly holds for all of the durable
goods industries listed in Table 1 is that, with all other deter-
minants*held constant at their 1977. levels, the projecAd growth
in GNP will cause project4d'1995 employment levels in all indus-
tries to increase by 58 percent over their 1977 employment
levels. Thus, it is projected differences in demand distribu-
tion, labor productivity, and input-output coefficients that
actually determine, how the projected.rates of growth inemploy-
ment vary among industries.
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First Set.of Simulations of 81.6 faiiririlbmployment Proections 19/7-95 ,

Wage an Sa Lary 'Employment, rn thousanns v.

',
1995 Esplgyment Projection Usi29 ontk Projection et:a

11977 . I995
Estimated Projected

Industry

.Electronic components'
Computers aid peripheral equipment
Aircraft
'Scientific and contrOtArng instruments
Rafio and communicaeion equipment
Medical and dental instruments .

Fabricated Stemetliral metal products '
Construction,mining,6 oilfield machinery
Fabricatelestal products, n.e.c.
Monelectt cal machinery, n.e.c.
Complete guided missiles 6 space vehicles
Metalworking oichinery
Electric transmission equipment
Telephone and telegraph-apparatus

:4; General industrial machinery
Millwork, plyWood,6 wood products,n.e.c

( Electrical industrial apparatus
Electric lighting and wiring
Furniture and fixtures, except household
Photographic equipment and supplies 1

Service industry machines ,

Household furniture
Engines, turbines, ani generators

1

Ship and boat building and repair
Elecerical machinery and equipment, n. .c.
Material handling equipment
Stone and clay products, n.e.c.
_Primary aluminum and aluminum products
Cutlery, handtools, and general hardware
Primary copper and copper products

----- ------- -----

Deland
Distribution

Input -
Productivity Output

405.0 849.8 640.5 597.8 209.0 712.6
262.0 693.6 414.1' 724.6 111.5 266.7 a-

S00.0 708.9 1190.7 517.4 420.2 515.4
190.0

.315.0
348.2
459.8

300.5
498.1 478.1

206.1
181.5

206,5
115.8

'101

128.0 272.0 202.4 158.7 138.0 128.6
474.0 611.1 749.6 460.9 398.9 471.4 :t.
257.0 357.2 406.4 265.2 219.2 256.5
336.0 A25.5 531.4 332.8 272.1 333.5
241.0 326.5. 381.1 229.7 215.1 240.7
66.0 139.7 104.4 66.6 86.9 66.4

125.0 393.0 St4.0 317.5 257.1 120.8
190.0 456.0 300.3 195.3 153.7 191.2
167.0 209.1 232.5 236.6 78.5 156.4
295.0 356.0 466.5 290.0 214.6 287.4
332.0 386.8 525.0 296.4 278.8 326.1
233.0 287.6 368.5 256.1 163.1 116.7
205.0 252.8 324.2 205.3 159.7 204.8
149.0 195.9 235.6 141.8 110.4 148.7
110.0 175.9 205.6 169.4 82.1 115.9
171.0 214.1 270.4 205.5 112.1 171.7
115.0 3,7.4 498.1 268.4 ' 264.1 115.7
125.0 167.4 197.7 132.7 98.9 125.8
224.0 266.1 154.2 202.9 187.4 222.0
151.0 187.9 238.8 158.2 111.7 149.9
93.0 ' 124.7 147.1 94.6 76.4 94.1
146.0 177.2 230.9 141.1 115.9 146.0
150.0 1 177.5 237.2 149.0 119.3 140.6
175.0 199.2 276.7 151.8 141.7 1/4.0
148.0 169.8 232.5 144.7 135.8 118.7

*Staffing patterns du not appear in this list of dete:minapts because they affect occupational, not industry, employment
protect ions.

PEST COPY AVAILMBLI.
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First.Set of gimulatiofis oriErNaustr
'Table 1 (Continued)

L

ent.Pro (lotions 1977-95

03

g
Using Only Projection Ofia

Ern lo

Industry

WS e an Sa ar Em o ment in / ousa s

Projection
r

1977 1995
Estimated Projected

ehousands1

1995 Embloyment

GNP
Demand

Distribution

.

Productivity
Input-
Output

Special industry machinery 190.0 212.8 300.5 156.5 164.0 189.2Typewriters and other of!ice equipment 49.0 68.9 77.5 74.2 28.3 50.2Screw machine products / 101.0 119.7 159./ 95.3 98.2 93.0Opti4a1 and ophthalmic equipment . 68.0 1, 86.1 107,5 100.6 34.5 73.4Meta stampings 239.0 251.0 376.4 208.8 204.8 212.2Ordnance 69.0 85.4 109.1 76.7 48,3 69.4Cement and concrete products 228.0 238.8 360.6 190.1 182.5 226.4Glass 199.0 209.3 314.7 202.4 150.6 171.9Heating apparatus and plumbing fixtures 64.0 78.2 109.1 60.8 56.4 68.6Household appliances 180.0 188.4 284.7 184.9 116.1 1790Jewelry and lilverware '93.0 98.4 147.1 69.8 82.8 92.9Farm machinery .167.0 171.8 264.1 135.2 126.4 175.5
Prim. nobler. metals s products, n.e.c. 82.0 85.0 129.7 82.5 72.6 59.7
Musical instruments and sporting goods 145.0 146.4 229.3 130.1 103.3 144.6

.03 Motorcycles, bicycles-, and parts 18.0 19.4 28.5 12.3 15.9 0.4
Potterviand related products 46.0 46.3 72.7 30.2 43.5 46.5
Transportation equipment, n:e.c. 1074_ 107.2 169.2 98.7 73.4 107.1Railroad equipment 56.T 50.1 88.6 38.2 48.4 54.3
Watches,clocks,i clock-oper. devices 30.0 21.0 47.4 21.9 17.4 30.6
Logging 84.0 ' 74.8 132.8 77.3 57.7 73.6
Wooden containers 21.0 11.1 33.2 20.4 18.3 8.3
Radio and television receiving sets 1;3.0 111.9 194.5 189.3 45:5 124.4
Metal containers ,78.0 62.4 123.4 74.7 52.5 61.6
Sawmills and planing mills 228.0, 208.7 360.6 196.3 170.0 207.1
Structural clay products 50.0 30.1 79.1 33.7 28.9 49.2
Manufacti ed products, n.e.c. 0.0

402.0
175.6 316.3 184.7 127.3 188.8

Iron and steel foundries and forgings 269.1 477.6 274.4 254.8 220.7
Motor vehicles 947.0 859.1 1497.6 726.8 724.2 925.9
Blast furnack.i and basic steel products 554.0 447.3 876.1 511.9 424.4 402.3

4Staffing patterns do not appear in this list of determinants because they affect occupational, not industry, employment ,.
projectionI.

12
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It is the magnitude and direction of interindustry differ-'
ences in these three determinants that become apparent in Table

1. For, example, in addition lip the "electroniccomponents"
industry, Table 1 shows that Che composition/of final demand in '

,1995 is also projected to shift in 'such a way that demand
increases for such industries as "computers and peripheral equip-
ment" (which shows the largest subh impact), "radio and communi-.
cation equipment," and,"teIephone and telegraph apparatus." In
contract, "the table shows the projected compositioNof final
demand shifting away from such industkies as "household fur-
niture," "ship and, boat building and repair," and "cutlery,
handtools, and genegal hardware." For all 59 durable goads
industries, projected changes in demand distribution are shown
to increase forecasted 1995 wage-and-salary employment in 23
industries and decrease it in 36. (All 59 industries and 40
occupations are ranked by the relative impact of Bach determinant
in.,this first set of simulations in .Enclosure Ii.) `

Labor productivity is projected" to increase (leading to
decreases in forecasted 1995 employment levels) in all of the 59
industries except three--"scientific and controlling instru-
ments," "medical and dental instruments," and "complete guided
missiles and space vehicles." The size of the relative employ-
ment effects of this d4terminant, however, varies greatly among
industries. For example, unlike the "electronic components" in-

dustry,
on future employment n the "screw machine products

dustry, labor productivity I projected to have only a slight

industry.

The industry employment. effects of projected changes in

input-output coefficients are also shown in Table 1. These
changes, by themselves, lead to projected wage-and-salary employ-
ment increases in 24 of the 59 industries, projected employment
decreases in 34 industries, and no change in one. The greatest
positive effect occurs in the "electronic components"' industry,
where taken by themselves projected changes in input-output
coefficients would have,led to a 76-percent increase in fore-
casted 1995 employment above the 1977 employment level.of.

405,000. The greatest negative effect on employment is shown to

occur in the "wooden containers" industry, where the forecasted
1995 employment level is 60 percent less than the 1977 employment
level as a result of the changes made to the input-output
coefficients. .

socl;' .

The net industry employment effects of the prdjected changes
in all three Of these determinants -- demand distribution, produc-
tivity, and input-output coefficients--can be ascertained by
comparing the actual forecasted 1995 employment levels (column 2)
witjh the 1995 employment levels that would have been forecast if

only GNP had increased (column 3). Making these comparisons
shows that the combined effect of these thiee determinants

9
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pro4pces an Additional net increase in projected 1995 wage-and-
.,

salary employment in only .file of thr59.industries--"electronic
components,," "cpmputers and perlphergl 'equ'ipment," "scientific
and controlling instruments," "medical and dental instruments,"
and "complete guided missiles and space vehicles."

Iwo

. Table 2 presents the results of the same set of simulations
for the 40 highest growth occdpations. The determiniints of occur
patiOnal employment trends are the same as the determinants of
industry employment-trends.shown in Table 1, cept for the addi.,
tion of changes in' staffing pattern as a f for influencing
occupational trends. The interpretation of he occupational re.;-
-suits is similii tohe interpretatiopoof the laustry results.
For example, consider the simulation results for "cashiers." The
BLS begins with an estimate of 1977 wage-and-Salary employment of
1,4000600 (column 1). When all five determinants are assigned
their prOjected 1995 values, the result is the actual 1995 fore-
casted occupational employment level of 2,384,200 (column 2)--a
projected-increase of approximately 70 percent. If only GNP were
assigned! its 1995 forecasted level, the projected 1995 employment
for cashiets would' be 2,224,500 (column 3), which represents the .

same 58;-percent growth as that projected for GNP. Thus, the
combined effeet of the projected changes in the other four deterr
minants produce an additional net increase of 159,700.(or 11 .

percent) in projected 1995 e ployment.

If only demand distribut n were assigned its projected 1995
lever, the table indicates the there would be Only a slight

. increase of 3,300 in projedted 1 95 employment. .This result
implies that the expected composition of final demand in the
future will not have any appreciable impact on the demands for
the outputs of industries employing cashiers. When only labor
productivity;in each industry is assigned its 1995 forecasted
value, the projected 1995 employment of cashiers falls .to
1,279,900 (column'5)0r- a 9-percent decline. from its 1977 level.
The implication is that labor productivity is projected to
increase in those industries 'employing cashiers, resulting in a
need for fewer cashiers to produce the 1977 level of output.
Forecasted 1995 employment of cashiers remains at approximately
1.4 million (column 6) when'only the input-output coefficients
are assigned their projected 1995 values. This result implies
that industries employing cashiers are not expected to alter
their future mix of labor and nonlabor resources, such as
machinery and energy. Finally, when only staffing ptitterns are
assigned their projected 1995 values,' the BLS projects a modest
inorease in the employment of cashiers--1,667,600 foot 1995
compardd wit '1,406,600 for1977. This result implies that a
modest change is projected in the labor intensity o production
by industries employing cashiers.

10
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occupati n

Building ustodiann,
Cashiers.
Secretaries.
General clerks, office
Wes clerks
NUrees, registered
Waiters and waitresnos
Kndrgrtn. & element4ry school tchrs.
Truck drivers
Nursing aidessordellies i attend.
Sales representqtives, technical
Accountants rauditors
Automotive mecftnics
Blue collar worker supervisors
Kitchen helpers
Guards
Fast fond prep., & service wkrs.
Store managers
Carpenters
Electrical elert.miC techniCians
Licensed practical nursec
Computer systems ,indlyste

;liable 2

0

first Set of.8iu1etion of BLS occWilaisi Employment Projections, 1977-95
"Wags,. d Pei Ern oyment, in thousands 1

.1977 1995
Estimated Projected.

(thousands)

Electrical engineers
-. Computer prograhmers

Mainten. repairers gen. utility.
Helpers, trades
Oeceptionists
Electricians
Physicians
Clerical supervihnrs
Computer operators
Sales Mpresentatives, nontechn
Lawyers
Stock clerks,stockrnom & ware use
Typists
Delivery and route workers
Bookkeepers, hanA
Cooks, restaurant
Tellers
Cooks,short order F. spec. 'cast food

16

2412.7
1406.6
2072.2
2113.4
24754
1075.7.
1368.2
1305:6
1375.0
991:7
120.8
652.8
625.3

1173.1
724.3
519.8
669.5
726.6
525.8
311.2
482.4
214.9
261.1
219.6
645.0.
582.0
314.1
463.1
268.0
411.3
191.S

528.V190
769.4
868.9
714.5
791.0
275.8
391.4
347.3

3530.6
23844'
30713.1

.43002.3
3346.2
1893.7
2210.3
1892.3'
1804.8
1649.0
1667.8
1064.11
924.9

1488.8
1160.2
952.7
1107.5
1092.8
746.2
X561.4
/785.4
1455.5
514.0
45
88
7

550.1
627.9
474..g
(41.1
362.3
734.9 '

385.4
965.3

1107.2
,941.7
1038.3
479.7
608.9
55$. 7

'1995 Employment ProjeotionUSing Only Projection Oft

'GNP
Demand

Diitribution Productivity
Input-
Output.

Staff
Patte'n

MI
Iv

3815.53815.5 -2339.9 2221.8 2851.4 2275.5
1'4

2224.5 1409.9 1.9 1410.9 1667.6 -0
3277.1
3342.1

2036.3
2U78.1

1149%8
1883.3

0167.8
2202.6

2066.7
2111

OD
46

3914.4
1701.2 '

2489.7
1094.0

2175.4
1085.1

2482.9
.tosi.a

l 2393.
1,149.5

2163.7 1261.4 1613.9 1326.6 13524../ 4

2064.7 1006.2 12W4.1 I 1305.7 1561.9
2174.5 1281.9 1212.0 '1378.3 1379.2
1568.2 1096.5 1015.1 997.4 911.S
1919.A 1206.6 1 73.3 1210.1 1201.;
1032.4t 645.3 31.6 677.0 68
988.9' 598.2 5 1.6 627.5 66 .1

1855.2 . 1130.2 96 .2 '1174.6 1208.4
1145.5 678.7 795.7 712.8 .726.4'
822.0 5.25.0 458.5 6A.4 521.3
1058.8 590.1 837.0 641.6 670.6
1149.0 736.4 ,633.9 726.9
831.4 479.5, 518.2 528.5 512.6
492.1 360.3 256.5 347.9 162:5
/62.8 501.9' 489.1 496.9 460.2 ,
339.9 221.1 188.3' 247.3 289.1
412.9 322.4 210.7 300.2 310.1
347.3 248.8 186.0' 257.3 271.7

1019.9
920.4

611.6
538.8 -

56531 ,

522.8
658.8
578.2

662.7
557:6

496.8 328.4 313.7 328.2 321.1
73203 427.6 430.8 457.9 468.6
423.9 284.2 4 275.3 268.5 274.3

436.0 344.0 444.0 420.8,t150.4

287.0 '188.1 203.1o, 227.9
$.4

835.0 519.3 471.2 525. 5.31.8

300.4 177.2 222.4 Ns. 195.9 209.6
1216.8 766.3 669.4 780.2 717.7
1374.0 J322.0 794.7, 921.3 786.2
1129.9. 682.1 617.3 722.3 710.1
1251.0 780.6 737.7 809.4 710.6
436.1 257.4 322.7 267.8 293.4
603.1 .457.2%. 308.3 412.0 375.2
549.3 313.4 422.2 334.4 340.4

, BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Overale-projebted changes in demand dilitribution hOe-a
pesiiive effect (relative to estimated 1977 euloyment levels) on'
forecasted 1,995cemployment rels for 4.6.occulittiong ( cashiers,
sales clerks etc,) and a negative effect for 24 occupations
Asecretartei, general office blerksvtruck drivers, etc.). joro-
jected changes in labor. productivity have:a positive employment
effect for 10 occupations- (cooks,lawyers,'etc.) and a negative
effect.for 30
The results- al
coefficients h
-(0.gtmter syste
for. .nine coOcs,
in staffing patt

dcupations (tellers, electrical engineers,!etc.)
0"'

6 show that projected changes in input- output
e a pdsitive empldyment.effect for 31 occupations.
analystS6 guards, etc.) and a negative effect.
electricians, etc.), Finally, projected changes
rns exhibit a pdsitilo employmenelaffect for 24

of .1he occupation's (cOmPuter systems analysts, computersOperators
Tilel'.progiammerseletc.) and a negatiVe" effect for 16 Oceupations

handand bookkeepers, etce). L,'
#

Table, 2 'also shows that the relative size of the pt Ejected
employment effect of these dater#Iinants often varies su\stan-
tiqlly from one o Cupationito another, as they do from one
ihdustry to anot r in Table 1. the combined net effect of these
four deie.minant= produces an additional net increase in iore
casted employmen (over and above the level that would have been
forecasted assum ng just the 58-percent increase in GNP), for 19.
occupations, and a,net decrease in 21 occupations.

Results of Seco aiSet of SiMulations

In the seco set of simulations, 'we %asked BLS to reverse
the procedure us =d or the first set, to use 1942 as the bench-
mark year, and to mak the analysis foraall workers, not just
wage-and-salary/worker . Thus, in these simulations, one deter-
minant at a time wos assigned its actual 1982 value, while the
other determinants were set equal to their projected 1995
.v.Situes. Table 3 present= the results of this second set of simu-
,latXons for the durable goods industries, and Table 4 presents
the results for the 40 h ghest grow.th*occupations. Although the
interpretation of these results is somewhat different, they are
consistent with the results' of the first.setAgf simulations pre-
sented in Table 1' and Table 2. For example, consider the results
of the "electronic components" indus ry in Table 3.

.

The actual 1982 Employment in this industry. 46.563,000
(column 1 of Table 3). If all determinants except GNP are
assigned their 1995 projected values and GNP is held-constant at
its 1982 value, projected 1995 employment is 582,500 (column 3).
Thu 41, the net employment effect of all other determinants except 4.
GNP as an'increase of 21,500 or approximately 4 percent in pro-
jected employment. (In Table 1, the positive net effect of all. *//

`0*

s

,

.

other determinants except GNP was shown by comparing the 849,800
figure in column 2 with thr640,500 figure in 'column 3) ..

1218
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1

.'

1
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1

. ,.r 4
4

A. Industry .

-!....

1982 1995
0,"ctual Pro jeilted

(thousands)'
.4

t

.. . .

Electronic components. .

Computers and peripheral equipment
Fabricated structural metal'products1
Motor vehicles -

.

Scientific and controlling instruments
Medical and dental instruments
.Construction, mining, 11 oilfield machinery
Millwork, plywood, and wood products
Fabricated metal products,'n.e.c.
Uousehbld furniture
Electrical industrial appaeatus
Metalwerkingmachihery

,Aircraft -

General. induitrial machinery ...

Electric lighting and wiring_ t

,Metal stampings . .

Telephone andutekegraph ipparktus .

Cutlery, handtools, and general- hardware
.Se vice industry machines . :.N....-'

gilies, turbines, and generators
Abnelectrical machfnery, n:e.cp
Blast furnaces and basic steel products
Stone and elloy products, n.e.c.
Iroii and steel foundries.and forgings
Ship and boat building and repair
Household appliances t

. .

Electrical machinery and equipment, n.e..cc
Electric transmvsnion equipment

1,

.

.

1

....

-

i

.

;sr
561.0
428.b
461.0
707.0
226.0
158.0
254.0
317.0.
331.0
270.0

_206.0
V900.
629.0
288.0
187.0,
187.0
148.0
143.0
159.0
'113.0
292.0
394.0
132:0

' 221.0
223.0
142.0
153:0

4 1475.0
i

'

.

4

'

,

.

849.8
693.6
618.8
859.8
349.4
272.0
357.2
418.9.
430.4
357.4
287.6
400.0
709.5
356.0
,252.8
251.8
209.1
200.2
214.1
167.5
345.3
447.3'
182.0
269.6
269.7
188.5
194.4
256.0

,

1

t

.

r

A

,

1995 Employment Prliection Wi#h., Base Year:

GNP

582.5
475.5
424.2

;I:::
186.5
244:9
287.2

1295.
245.0
197.1

#42178::421

244.1
173.3
172.6

'137.2
143.3

146.8
114.8
236.7
306.6
124.8
184.8
184.9
129.2
133.3
175.5

/Demand Input-
Distribution ProductiVity Output

581.4
263:4
635.9
1120.8
355.7
219.1
345.9
.469.1 4
432
41 .6

'2 .0
408.8
685.6
361.4
252.4
289.6
132.1
226.9
178.0
157.5
359.3
.487.4
188.3
24t.1
297.6
110.4
184.8

6247.2

1301.0
880.1
821.8
r342.0
343.3
250.6
498.0

. 493.3
592.2

'412.3
432.2
.522.5
821.6
504.1
319.9
335.4

6 256.0
252.7
306.7
269.5
424.8
704.5
262.6
381.7
318.0
283.0
276.5
358.4

487.7
662.4
619.1
879..8
319.9
270.5
357.6
426.3
431.5
355.9
283.5
404.7
688.2
364.7
252.9

. 285.0
199.8
200.7
213.1
166.2
342.9
620.2
182.0
367.0
272.1
188.6
195.0
249.9

BEST COPY
.
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Table 3 (Continued)
Secohd Set of Simulations of BLS Indust Emp o ment Projections, 1982-95

1.e-

Lit!+. 102. 1995
Actual Projected

_ Industry

Mass
Material hanv%linq equipment
.PtiMary aluminum and aluminum products
Special industry machinery
Photographic equipment and supplies
Radio and communibAion equipment.
Transportiltion equipment, n.e.c.
P,rimary. copper and copper produts
Complete guided missiles & space vehicles
Farm machinery
Cement aneconcrete products
Sawmills and planing mills
Screw machine products
Purntture and fixtures, except household
Jewelry and silverware
Typewriters and other office equipment

4 * Radio atelevision receiving sets
Reattrig apparatus and plumbing fixtures
Musical instruments and sporting goods
Optical and ophthalmc equipment
Raxlroad equipment
Pottery and related. products
Ordnance
Motorcycles, bicycles, and parts
Primary nonferrous metals & metal products
Watches, clocks, & cloak- operated devices
Logging
Manufactured proc1P-Lb.
Metal containers
Structural clay products
Wooden containers

21

th.

IthousardaL

173.0
87.0
140.0
176.0
140.0

,424.0
74.0

135.0
105.0
139.0
209.0
179.0
92.0
180.0
76.0
47.0
93.0
61.0
130.0
77.0
37.0
40.0
19.0
14.0
90.0
18.0

126.0
218.1
64.0
34:0
15.0

4.

199.5 employment projections with base year:,

Demand nput-
Dietributtoh productivit

.

212.3
125.3
177.7
212.8
176.7
459.8
109.0
169.8
139.7
172.0
240.3
208.7
120.5
206.2
98.4
69.1
112.5
78.2

.146.4
91.9
5 0.1

.48.7
85.5
19.7
as. 1

21.1
127.6 h,
218.4 `I
62.4
30:2
11.1

..

.

145.5
85.9
121.8
145.9
121.2
31.5.2
74.7

116.4
95.8
117.9
164.8
143.4
82.6
14(.4
67.4
47.4
.77.2 .

53.6
16.1.3

614 a

,4.i
33.f
56.6
13.5
58.3
14.5
87.5
149.7
42.8
20.7
7.6

20'8.7
122.9
177.0
58.3
136.7
306.0
118.1
173.4

'138.3
21.0.3

"288.4
244.2
128.5

.. 216.5

.1
130.8
45.9
73.2

= 88.7
163.0
62 8
74;3
73.2
76.9
27.6
83.6
28.3
136.3
236.4
65.6
45,.0
1 14

,>

/

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

268.6. :J 245.7

Output

182.3 123.3
248.8 188.7
295.3 213.5
256.8 170.4
633.7 435.6
136.4 108.8
224.4 211.4
163.4 138.7
259.8 162.1
330.8 242.2

'279.7 . 231.4
132.2 147.5

-2414 '206.6
141.2 98.3
111.1 lir 67.9
228.1 '' 111.4
.120.0 78.6

. .

183.6. 146.6
121,2
90.2
52.0
119.1
22.5

122.3
36.4

164.5
360.6.
101.5

1.8

86.1
52.3
47.6
84.9
17.6

1(15.6
20.2
143.2
231.4
79.5
30.8
28.2

22
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The partial effect of the projected changes .in demand/
dilitribUtion on future employment in this' industry is sho in
Table 3 by comparing the level of employment projected in 1995
with all. determinants assigned their 1995 values (column/2) with
'what the projected1995 level of employment would :have been if
all determinants except demand distribution were assigned their
projected 1995 values. Since the latter figure, 581,400., is
substantially less than the former, 849,840, these results imply
that the composition of final demand is projected to shift toward
electronic products, thus causing a substantial increase in the
future demand for labor in this industry. This is the same con-
clusion as 'that drawn from the first sat of simulation results
presented in. Table 1.

Similarly. the results in Table 3 are consistent with those
in Table l.in that labor productivity is projected to increase
substantially in this industry.. With all determinants'except

. productivity assigned their 1995 values, projected. employment
.,would be 1,301,000 (column 5), which is substantially more than

. the 849,800 actually pkojected, This result implies that labor
productivity is expected to increase substantially, since many
more workers would be needed to produce the 1995 level of output
at 198216 I6wer level of productivity.

Finally, the results in Table 3, like those in Table 1, show
that projected chapges in input-output coefficients pill increase I

the demand for labor in the industty. (All 59 industries and 40.
+occupations are ranked by the relative impact of each determinant
'in this second set of simu;ations in Enclosure.III.)

Table 4 presents the results of this second set of simula-
tions for the 40 highest growth occupations. These results,
which should be interpreted in the same manner as-those in Table
3, .we also generally consistent with the results from the first
set of simulations. In the case of cashiers, for example, these
results once again show that labor productiv ty is projected to .

increase, that projected changes in demand d stributionsand
input- output coefficients have n appreciable employment effects,
and that projected changes in st ffing patterns will increase the
demand for cashiers in the futu e.

4AGENCY COMMENTS

We requested and received written comments on a draft of
this report from the Bureau Of Labor Statistics. 'These comments
are attached as Enclosure IV. BLS' characterized our discussion
of their employment projection process as being very careful,
thorough and accurate. BLS 'also stated its belief that our
analyses of the effects of each of the Mkjor determinants of
their projeCted employment levels for the industties and occu-
pations we examined were correct. BLS also suggested some minor
modifications and editorial changes that we have incorporated in
the final report.
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. Table 4
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'Second Set of Simulations of larlaijOatiOnal Projections, 1982-95
ITofalAmployment, in thousands)

43.

1982 1995

Occupation thousands GNP
Actgal PrOjected

Iluilding custodians . 2827.7 3600%4
1586.3
2472.3

Cashiers
Secretaries 2441.4

1570.2 2314.0
3160.9 2166.9

2468.6 .

General clerks, offiZe 2348.3 3044.3 2087.0
sale. clerks

.

2915.9 3601.0 .

-Nurses, registered 1312.4 1954.2 1319.1
Waiters and waitresses 1665.0 2227.1 1526.7

1286.9
1604.2 2029.0 1390.9

Kndrqrtn. & elementary school tchrs. 1366.1 1877.3
Truck drivers
Nursing aideSorderlies & attend. 1218.3 1125.5

1320.3
1641.9
1706.7 1170.0Sales repres ntatives, technical 1710.2
1199.8 822.5Accountants nd auditors 855.7.

800.6`" 844.3Automotive chanica 1167.8.
1041.8

637.0

1519.7
1155.4
936.8

Slue collar rker supervisors 1200.1
792.0'Kitchen helpers .

850.3

118:0
Guards

f

808.9 1105.8Fast food prep., 6 service wkrs
Store managers

1660.:

970.5 1262.3
Carpenters 863.1 1109.8

814.6
403.4
558.4

Electrical i electronic technicians 366.2 588.5

254.3 471.4 323.2
Licensed practical nurses ,1 594.3

319.5 528.2
*-. .Computer systems analysts
c^ Electrical engineers

887.2 '

323.1
362.1

171.3Computer programmers 266.4
Mainten. repairers gen. utility 694.4 608.2
Helpers, trades 608.2 798.1 547.1
Receptionists 386.7 575.6 194.6

715.0Electricians 542.3 490.1
440.1Physicians 479.1 641.8

628.2 430.6

509.4

Clerical supervisors 166.7

Sales representatives, nontechnical
Computer operators 210.9 370.7 254.1

583.4 743.1 ,
Lawyers 464.5 623.7 427.6
Stock clerks stockroom & warehouse 830.9

990.0 1918475.13

676.7
Typists 785.1
Delivery and route workers 797.3 950.5 651.6
Bookkeepers, hand 956.6 1108.7 760.0

Tellers 471.5 613.1
Cooks, restaurant

d31420.73

351.2 499.8

Cooks,short order & spec. fast food 436.7 577.6 395.9

24

'45

'/A

co
1995 Employment Projections With Base Year: 1

..
/ PO

P.'

Distribution Productivity
Input-Demand

Pattern ig
All

.

2328.5 2623.1
3259.2 rg;:l3703.6 4028.9

3261.8 3484.5
2309.1

3213.6

....

3022.6
3473.93127.4

3612.8
1919.8

4209.8
2911.3

l'ir1N
1827.7

2446.4

3588.7
1921.4

2255.6
2087.8

.2431.2
2202.7
1866.6

2176.1 2010.8

2311.8
1570.1

487.* 1111.63' 1616.0 1784.7
714.1 1963.5 1728.9

1356.2 1156.6 1126.7

is

22;9:193 1356.9 1162.2 10911./----...______:.
600.6 1924.9
X:: 1160.1

1517.2
1117378:9

268.1
1067.3

1178.7
718.7 938.1

1031.9 1163.5 1103.8. )
267.6
217.3

1509.2
1301.8

1259.5 11.81.3
1104.9

541.0
787.8

729.4
1100.7
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We hope that the information conveyed in this report has
increased your understanding of the process that BLS uses to
project future industry and occupational employment levels and of
the relative impacts that certain determinants have on the re-
sulting projections. As arranged with your office, copies of
this report will be sent to other interested parties and will be
made-available to others upon request. If we can be of further
assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Enclosures - 5

_Sincerely,

17

Le. CIAAACI.La 4.

Lawrence H. Thompson
Chief Economist
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

THE "`BUREAU -LABOR---STATISTICV_EMPLOYmENT FORECASTING-SYSTEM: _
ITS STRUCTURE AND METHODOLOGY

According to a former Assistant Commissioner of the Bureau
of Labor Statistics (BLS), that agency's employment forecasts are
used for a variety of purposes, including:

4

o career counseling,
o training and education planning, and
o assessments of skilled labor supply.1

Understanding the methodology used to generate these employment
forecasts is one merequisite for understanding the extent of
their usefulness.

BLS' employment forecasts are dependent on two sets of vari-
ables: (1) those variables whosmalues are forecasted by a ser-
ies of five interrelated economic models and (2) those variables.
whose' values are based on ludgeents-and assumptions made by.HLS.
Each of the five models, which.appear in Figure.1, consists, of a
set of equations. .The variable on the'left-hand side of such an

.equation, the dependent variable, is the one which the equation
forecasts. This forecast is obtained by simple arithmetic opera-
tions on terms appearing on the right-hand side of the equation,
explahatory variables and the coefficients of those variables.
An example of such an equation is y = ax + bz, where y, the
dependent variable, is "explained" (in a statistical sense) by

\the variables I and z whose coefficients are a and b4
respectivelw., For a given set of data on the variables x, y, and
z, it becomes possible to estitate statistically the values of a
and b. Given numerical estimates of a, and by, one has only to
substitute in numerical values for x and z, multiply each by its
estimated coefficient, and add the resultant products to obtain a
forecasted value of y.

The flow diagram in Figure 1 illustrates he
interrelationships among the five economic models that make up

. BLS' forecasting system.. A brief description of each of these
models' follows.

1Harold Goldstein, "The Accuracy and Utilization of Occupational
Forecasting,""in Responsiveness of Training Institutions to
Changing Labor Market Demands, ed. i 57-Raert E. Taylor, Howard
Rosen, and Frank C. Pratzner (Columbus, OH: National Center for
Research in Vocational Educations, 1983), p. 39.

1 28
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Figure 1.

Model Linkages In The BLS Employment Projactions System
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ENCLOSURE I

LABOR FORCE MODEL . 4

ENCLOSURE I

Figure 2 prevides_a schematic representation of the labor
fo, :t model. The dita'inputs for thkumbdel are

o the Census Bureau's annuar_population projections for 64 age/'
race/sex groups and

117:' ,

o BLS' annual projections pt age /race /sex labor force participa-
tion rates.2

The labor force model forecasts the number of labor force parti-
ipants belonging to each grodp.by multiplying the piojected size
of the group times its projected labor force participation rate.

Tiie Census Bureau obtains its population projections by
miens of standard actuarial methods. Briefly, thls involves
justing the size of each demographic group'a.population'16
years of age and older for: the forecasting porioid, 1982-1995, to

.

reflect...varying Mortality rates.* 'The data used to make these
projections are obtained from the decennial census, which the
Census Bureau Complements with other data (e.p., hospital records=
on deaths). Using annual averages on the size of each group's
laborforde in the past obtained from the Current Population Sur-
vey1CPS), which is collected every month from a probability
sample of 60,000 households, BLS obtains its projections of.labor
`force participation rates.

MACROECONOMIC MODEL

When added together, the projected labbr force numbers for
'the various demogrAphic groups give the projected size of he
aggregate labor force, which then becomes an input into th
macroeconomic. model, For the 1995 projections, BLS used the
macroeconomic model developed and maintained by contractor,
Chase Econometrics. Figure 3 illustrates how th major sectors
of the economy are represented in the macroecono c model. The fe.
model uses Income and Product Accounts data, obta ned from the
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), and monetary d capacity
utilization data obtained from the Feder Reserve Board. The
Chase macroeconomic model contains 58741dintly.depeident.or
endogenous variables -- variables whose values can be solved for, *
nce the model's paraketers have been statisticallyiestimated and
its 110 independent or exogenous variables assigned values by the
user. Since this macroeconomicamodel is being used by BLS to
forecast future vil es for aggkegate economic activity (such as

ri
the level of GNP i 1995)113LS analyst% must provide estimates of
the exogenbusma ables. (Table 1 compares aptual past values of
selected exogenous variables with the future values assumed in
the use of the macroeconomic model for the projections.)

)
1

2A labor fdtce participation rate is that fraction of a partic6-
lar group engaged in or seeking gainful emplOyment.

3
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The Cho
(Numbers In Blocks

Recoil
Assumptions

687

Monetary
Am/notion,

9a

Interest
Rates

9b

Consumption
and Investment

1,2, Et 3

Final
Demand

Figure 3.

Ilfarimiconomlo Model
Keyed to Sectors! Taxonomy Below)

14,

Assumptions
5a

International

.1

Inventories

4a

k
Orders

4b

Exports

5b

A

Inflation.

11 13

Wages

lia

Adustrial
Production

12

Basic Data Sources
NIPAs
Federal ResenteBoard

Industrial Activity
Monetary Aggregates

I

Income

10

Employment

8b

Workweek

8a

Major Sectors of the Model

1. Consumption (C)
2. Businesd Fixed Investment
3. Residential Investment (i)
4. Inventory Investment
5. Foreign4Trade (X)
6. Federal Government Expenditures)
7. S&L Government Expenditures

8. Ernployment and Hours
9. Financial

10. Income
11. Wages and Prices
12: Industrial Production
13. Energy

Aggregate Demand

GNP =C +I +X +G
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110C1408URS I ENCLOSURE* I

The macroeconomic 'model is composed of 13 sectors ---,woo
of which correspond to the components of Gross National Product
(GVP). These are (1) consumption, (2) residential-investment,
(3) business fixed invei ment, (4) changes in inventories, (5)
foreign trade, 46) federaak expenditures, and (7) state and local
government expenditures.

Another sector, representing 04 national, labor market,
contains forecasting equations for overall labor demand and
supply. Forecasts of labor supply growth from the labor force
model are combj.ned with forecasts of overall labor demand growth
to forecast udemployment rates. .Making a forecast of the memo.
ployment rate is essential for obtaining solutions to the fore-
casting equations in the macroeconomic model.' This is becaise
the unemployment rate iralde,is.postulated to influence other
factors in the economy. For example, the model, postulates that 11
larger unemployment rate will'roduce 04 growth in money wages,
which in turn can affect other parts of the economy.

INDUSTRY ACTIVITY MODEL

The projected aggregate demands -- the forecasted values -'of
the GNP components -- are then distributed across.156 producing
industiies (an aggregation of SSA's taxonomy of 496 industries)
by means of an input-output model. ,The first component of that- .

model Is a 156 by 156_induttrialtsectoral.transactions table.
Such a table summarizes transactions in intermediate products
among all industries. This information is necessary to relate
the forecasts of-the macroeconomic model to industry production.
Forecasts of industry employment require a knowledge of total
production in the industry, which inclu4es not only that prod
tion occurring as final industry sales ut also production
occurring as sales to other industries in meeting their fi
demands...0

.116

'Table 2 illustrates the relationship between final demands,
interindustry transactions, and total outputs by presenting
hypothetical data for an economy with three industry sectors.
Condider, for example, the agriculture industry. By reading
across the.table's fitst row, one can see that thisindustry
sells

o $5.0 billion worth of its total output to itself (e.g., farmers
grow and sell corn that is purchased to feed livestock),

o nothing to the manufacturing sector,

o 'nothing -to the services sector, and

o $100 billion to "final demand" (primarily domestic consumers
and foreign purchasers).

33
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$eletoted Exogenous Veilebles

Oft
4

Actual
OMNI IMIN0010.

Assumed.

JNCLOSURE I

1990

1968 1973 1977 .1982 -------------,-------a---:---
Nigh Moderate Low Nab Moderate Low

4L

'

AleamitLE

Total population 200.75 21114 220.29 232.05 1 249.56 219.56 249.56 1 257.68 257.68 257.68

Civilian labor force 78.71 89.41 98.98 110.25 1 126.36 124.95 123.62 1 13:44 131:39 129.94

Government Expo

Illitaey force level.... 3.53 2.33 2.13 T228
Implicit liege rats, /b 2.62 4.66 5.61 8.87

Civilian defuse ample nt 1.11 .96 .92 .94

IiplIcit vise ratio$Abr 4:63 6.118 9.42 13.82

Civilise esedefease employment 1.15 1.18 1.29 1.26

*licit vale rets,$/h1 3.91 6.36 8.76 12.43

IIIL got 't employment 8.17 10.43 11.64 12.23

Defense meioses less comp 46.9 36.6 50.0. 111.4
Model 'erases, lees comp 11.8 13.5 27,1 46.6

Grants -immeid to 8$1.sov'te 18.6 40.6 67.6 83.5
Tad health Jasmines transfers 5.6 9.7% 21.7 50.7

led retirement transfers 4.5 9.7 18.4 35.3

Other,essumed fed transfers 9.0. 18.9 33.5 51.3

Government Revenues

.37 2.35 2.40
13'.71 13.28 13.28
1.10 .. .99 1.15

20.75 20.26 20.26

1.3 1.30 '1.33'

19.05 .18.35 18:35
15.09 13.81 13.11

269.6. 241.8 261)8
62.5 55.7 $6.5'
138.5 137.9 142.9
112.5* 109.4 122.2

66.4 65.1 69.4
9765 95.1 101.5

2.37 .2.35 2.40
17.08 16.16 16.16
1.15 .1.00 1.15

27.21 25.86 25.86
1.36 1.34 1.31

25.49' 23.42 23.4
22.39 13.50 13.60
422.5 307.6 331.6
103.3 75.9 79.0
203.5 191.2 192.7
189.6 154.8 193.5
103.2 96.7 107.9
147.0 133.4 148.9

Equipment tax life,'yrs 9.7 8.5 8.4 6.6 6.6, 6.6 6.6 1 6.6 6.6 6.6

Commercial strut tan life, yrs 35.0 35.0 35.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 1 15.0 15.0 15.0

Other structures, tax life, yrr .25.0 21.6 19.5 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3

Vasic.corporate tax rats 53.0 48.0 I::: 46.0 644,(1, 46.0 43.0 44.0 46:0 42.0

Avg. minimal personal tax rats 24.0 25.0 26.0 22.0 23.0 24.0 22.0 23.0. 2440
% Social security tax rate' 4.0 6.0 6.0 7.0 7.7 8.0 7.7 7.7 8.0 7.7

Social security tax bass 7,800 10,800 16,500 32,400 55,800. 55,880 55,800 1 82,500 82,500 82,500

. Pad indirect business taxes 18.0 21.2 25.1 50.0 104.2 87.2 47.1 1 146.1 104.2 125.9

Monetary

.. Borrowed reserbes .6 1.7 .5 1.1. 1.2 1.2. 1.2 I 1.i 1.2 1.2

Macey markbt funds PA ,NA 2.8 170.8 366.2 396.7 439.1'1 605.0 716.2 866.0

Mammary bri less curse:mt 22.6 29.4 37.3 48.2 85.6 63.2 80.8 1 118.3 109.7 101.5

'45,
6. 0ther Assumptions

. Industrial prod index, MOW MA 106.7 110.4 114.3 148.6 146.7 144.7 175.7 171.0 167.0

Ass value of the 118 dollar 114.3 98.1 108.0 127.2 151.4 149.9' 144.6 162.9' 159.9 151.7

Import oil cost, 8/661 2.29 '3.37 13.27 32.23 41.01 41.01 42.86 51.75 51.80 57.25

Import share, new pass. cars 11.0 . 16.0 19.0 28.0 28.0 30.0 30.0 28.0 30.0 33.0

III, gas fuels l 92.7,, 126.7 387.8 1060.9 2916.4 2877.5 2877.5 4706.7 4459.1 .4459.1

Domestic pets prod (mmb/day) NA ' 11.2 10.2 9.9 1 9.7 9.5 9.5 9.8 9.5 9.5

Avg MPG, ass domestic cars ' 16.7 15.5 18.5 6.7 1 37.7 37.7 37.7 41.7 41.7 41.7

latio, closest to imp oil price NA NA .66 92 .95 .95 .95 .95 .95 .95momm*
.Source: Office of Eco9omic Growth and Employment Projections, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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.
Table 2.

:-

Transactions Table (Billions of Ss \

4.

a

Purchasing Industry

i
Selling Industry

$pgriculture
.

, I'

Manufacturing7 Services
i

Final
Demand

Total
Output

Agriculture

Manufacturing
,

Swifter

50
.

25 .

-

26

, 0

100

50

/.._

;1
it

is

b

25

10

.
1 s , ,

.

50'

16'

.

150

200

100

Value Add ed 50 '--- 50 66 165 i. GNP

Total Inputs 150 200 100 _ .

e

.1 4

'

8

35
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.

Summing across the first row yields the value of agriculture's
total output, $150 billion.

Similarly, by' heading down the table's first 'column'one can
set that the' agriculture sector buys

o $50 billion worth of its total output from itself,

o $25 billion worth of the manufacturing sector's total
. output, and.

0, $25 billion worth .of the service sector's total output.

The sector'd-"value added,".the difference _between the value of'
its total output and total industrial purchaies, represents the
total dollar value available for the lourchaie of dther necessary .

inputs (these are primarily wage and-salary payments in most
industries). Thus, Summing down the first colutnn.yields the
value of resources employed in the agriculture sector.

04
Finally, summing down-the "final demand" column yields GNP

measured as total expenditures,. while summing across the "value
added" row yields GNP measured as total incomes. '(GNP = $165 /
billion) Note that the upper left-hand quadrantof the table
traces the economy's intermediate,-.or interindustry_transactions.
Assuming that each induitty'd-demand for inpUts rises proportion-
ately with its level of output, the data in the sectoral transac-
tge table can be used to.derive a set of technical coefficients
t describe industry technology at a given moment in time'. For
example, since $50 billion worth of inputs from agriculture, $25
billion from manufacturing, and $25 billion from services are
required to produce $150 billion 'of agriculture output, the
technical 'coefficients (referred to as aii's) for the agriculture
sector are

0
all = 50/150 = 0.33

a21 = 25/150 = 0.17

av or 25/150 = 0.17

Similarly, if each entry in, the interindustry quadrant is divided
by the sAiyresponding column total, the result is a matrix of
techni-641\coefficients, or the direct requirements table (Table
3).

,I.
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The concepts summarized by Tables 2 and 3 can be expressed
algebraically. For sector total output equals the sum of
intermediate demands plus final demand, or:

':(1) qi wqil qi2 qi3 fi 1,2,3),

where

qi = total output fore sector i

.qij = output of sector i sold to sector j

fi = finaldemand for the output of sector i.

The technical coefficients (Table 3) are defined as:

.(2) aij qii/qj (i,j, s 1.2.3).

where qij is defined as above, and

qj = total output of sector j

aij = output of sector i required to produce one unit .

of output of sector j.

Solving equation (2) for qij, and then substituting the result
into equation (1), one obtains:

(3) qi ai1q1 ii2q2 ait3(13 fl (i 1,2,3)

If-the first of theSe three equations is then olved for f1, the
seconefor f2, and.the third for f3, one obtai sl

(1 - all)ql e a12g2 -

(4) - avgi + (1 - a22)42

a13(13 = f1

a23q3 = f2

- a31q1 a32q2 + (1 - a33)q3 = f3

Given the levels of the final demands (the fi's) and the set
y
Of

technical coefficients (the aii's), system (4) can be solved to.,,
yield the sectoral output levels (the qi's) : .

where

= c11f1-1' c122 c1313

(5) ;142 = c21f1 c22f2 c23f3

q3 = c31 + c32f2 + c33f3,

10
37
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Table &

Thahnical Coaffialent Matrix
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.. 1st

,
41°

41.1

ie<

'1

4

" 6

1-7

Agriculture

Manufacturing

Services

Agriculture Manufacturing Services

0.33

0.17

0.17

0

0.50

0.25

0

0.25

0.10

d
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and

c11 * [(1-a22)(1-a33) -423a30/d

c12 (a12(l'a33) a13a321/d
At

c13 [a13(1 -4122) i12a231/d r.

c21 6"(a2t(1-a33)
t,

+ a23a311/d
4441

iN
c22 = [(I-ail) 0'433) a13a311/d

_& .0 z

I.\ c23 w [a23(1-all) + a13a211/d .' ; 4

1c31 ' [a31(1 -622) + a21a321/d J
.1.

It.

c32 lan(tnall) a12a311/d.

c33 [(1-a11)(1-a22) al2ap1 /d,

dts (l'a11).(1-a22)(1-a33) a12a21(1-4133) .

a13a31(1-a22) a23132(1-all)

a12a23a31- al3a21a32

Each cii coefficient'represents the quantit: of total output
i that must Be produced to yield one unit of final output j. For
example, one unit of finAl demand for industry 1!s output (f1)
requires that more than one unit of total output (qt) be produced
by that industry. The output of industry 1 must be supplied to
other industries so that they may, in turn, .provide intermediate
outputs also needed to produce the one unit of final output
(q1). Further, industry l's output is needed additionally for
its own production, as indicated by the nonzerovalue for all
(see Table 3). When f1 increases by one unit and all industries
adjust to the new level, all output levels will have increased.
Thus, for any spedified change in the structure of final demands,
one can compute the changes in total output levels that accompany
it.

Too much emphasis cannot be given to the fact that the
industry activity model takes into account not only the direct
input requirements for each sector, but the indirect ones as
well. Fqr example, to produce $1 billion worth of agricultural
output, $0.33 billion (211 billion x 0.33) of agricultural inputs
is required. However, to produce this $0.33 billion worth of
agricultural output requires $0.33 billion x 9.33 w $0.1089
'billion worth of agricultural inputs. Thus, the total (direct
plus indirect) agricultural input requirement to produce $1
billioh worth of agricultural output is: $1 billion + $0.33
billion + $0.1089 billion + ...,= $1.49 billion. By calculating

12 39,
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0

the total'input 'requirements for producing $1 billion worth olip .

'output for every sector, one obtains the cii coefficients, which
are the elements of the total requirements fable (Table 4).

As equation (5) shows, total output demanded cannot he
computed until data on direct input requirements and final de-
mands are obtainer.. As mentioned above, base-year data for the
former are provided by BEA. The latter are derived from the
components of GNP forecastedlby the Chase macroeconomic model.
To illustrate this derivation, it will be convenient to combine
some of these components -- specifically, to combine all govern-
ment expenditures (GNP2), and to com ine residential and business

Gii
fixed investments with change in in ntories to obtain aggregate
investment (GNP3). The other two components are consumer
expenditures (GNP1) and net exports (GNP4). Thus, GNP = GNP1 +
GNP2 + GNP3 .+ GNP4. At_any given point,in time, there. is a pre-
cise relationship between the components of final demand (the
fi's) and the GNP components. For example, suppose that, as
shown ,in Table°5, final demand for agricultural output, f1 = $100
billion, consists of consumer purchases of fil = $60 billion,

I, government purchases of f12 = $20 billion, investment demand of
f13 = $0 billion, and net exports .of f14 ' $20 billion. Total
consumption, GNP1 = $95 billion, consists of consumer purchases
?T f11 = $60'billion worth of agricultural output, f21 - $30
oallion worth of manufacturing output, and f31 = $5 billion worth
of services. The expanded final demand column (in the "final'
demand transactions" block of Table 5) is referred to as the
bridge table; it gives the industrial breakdown of various GNP
components, representing how final demands of various sectors are
allocated among supplying industries. Algebraically, these rela-

- tionshfps between final demand for the output of industry i and
component j of GNP can be summarized as:

(6) fi = fil + fi2 + fi3 + f14 (i = 1,2,3)

(7) GNPj = fij + f2i + f3i (j = 1,243,4),

where fij = amount of industry i's output purchased by (sold to)
GNP component j.

For a given set of final demandd, one can derive bridge
coefficients in a manner analogous to the way that the coeffi-
cients in the direct requirements table (Table 3) were derived
from the interindustry transactions table (Table 2). The result
is Table 6; its entries are computed from the following equation:

(8) bij = fij/GNPj (i = 1,2,3; j = 1/2,3,4).

t.

13 40
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Table 4.

Total Requirements

Agriculture Manufacturing' .Services

I
Agriculture 1.49 0 \ 0

Manufacturing 0.75 2.32 0.64

Services 0.49 0.64 1.29

14.
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Table 6.

Expanded Transactions Table

11,

Purchases

Sales

Interinduinry Traniacdons Final Demand Transactions

Total
OutputAgriculture Manufacturing Services Consumption Government Investment Net Exports

Agriculture

Manufacturing

Services

50

25

25

0

100

50

0

25

10

60

30

5

33

30

5

0 .

10

0

20

-20

5

150

200

100

Value Added 50 50 65

GNP Components 95 55 10 5
GNP = 165

42

GNP = 165

43
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(
That -is, Table.6 indicates, for example, t hat from every $1
lion of*consemption (GNP1), $0.63 billion is used to purchase
agricultural goods,- $0.32 billion to purchase manufacturing
goods, and $0.05 billion.to purchase services. The bridge coef-
ficients. (the- bii.'s) computed from BEA data are used to compute
final.demands (the fi's) in the folloWng' way:

(9) fi bi1GNP1 4 bi2GNP2 + bi3GNP3 + bi4G164 (i

These bridge coefficients are initially computed on the basis of
historic data obtained from`BEA's tuitional income and product.
accoUnts.:BLS judgmentally adjusts these bridge coefficients to
reflect future demand conditions when making the agency's econo-
mic'projections.

To summarize, foiecasts of final demand using equation (9)
are made using the GNP components forecasted by the Chase macro-
economic model (GNP1, GNP2, GNP3, GNP4) and the bridge coeffi-
cients computed from BEA data. ilsing the total requirements
coefficients--which are illustrated numerically in Tible 4 and
algebraically in equation (5)--then provides a method by which
the forecasts of the components of GNP can be used to obtain
forecasts of individual indUstry output in each of the 156 indus-
tries. Figure 4 provides a flowchart overview of the-entire 4
process.

INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT MObEL

\The outputs of the industry activity model -- the forecasted
industry uputs -- then become essential data requirements for
BLS' ind ry employment (or labor demand) model. To forecast '
labor d land for each of the 156 industries, BLS also uses diaita
obtained from the Current Employment Statistics (CES), which is _

conducted monthly. (Over 200,000 establishments are surveyed
monthly.) These data are used to estimate statistically the
parametqrs of a labor deman4 equation for each industry. Assum-
ing a pAtticular mathematfical characterization of production
technology,3 this-labor demand is postulated to be dependent on:
(1) the. industry's output, (2) capacity utilization rate14 (3)
the real relative (i.e., inflation-adjusted) average hourly earn-
ings paid to workers in the industry {price of labor relative to

3Production technology is summarized by a proketion,fundtion,.
which shows the maximum quantity of output that can be produced
by a given set of inputs (.capital and labor) and a given state
of technology.

4The rate of capacity utilization is the ratio of adtual output
to the maximum ou that could be obtained from existing plant
and equipment.

4

16 4 4 e.
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ENCLOSURE

Table S.

Bridge Coefficient Matrix

ENCLOSURE I
. .A;

Consumption Government Investment Net Exports

.Agriculture 0.83 0.36 '0 4.00.

Manufacturing 0.32 0.56 1.00. -4.00

Services 0.06 0.09 0 1.00

CP
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Figure .4.
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ENCVSURE I

all prices), and 14) a capital-to-outpdt ratio (a surrogate for
the current state'of technology). .

Th0 forecasted value of a given industry's output comes from
the industry activity model. The way in'which the capacity uti-
lization rate is determined for any'particulaOndustry depends
vpon,*heiheethat industry, is classified AS a0manufacturing or
nonmanufacturing one. For a manufacturing industry, BLS uses the
macroeconomic model's projeCtion of the Federal Reserfie Board's .

index of manufacturing capacity utilization.. Capacity utiliza-
tion rate statistics are not available for nonmanufacturing
industries, so that the unemployment rate prevailing in the

. economic sector (transportation, Services, etc.) to which the
industry belongs is used as a proxy for the unavailable statis-
tic. BLS' projects these unemployment rates to the forecast
,period; these forecasts depend primarily on the current relation-
ship'of.bnemployment in each sector to overall unemploymenti as
well as the forecast of.thelioverall unemployment rate from the
macroeconomic model. The industry's. real wage rate divided,by
all prices (i.e., the relative age rate), the third explanatory
variable in the labor demand forecasting equation, is one .of 11 .

wage rates forecasted by the macroeconomic model. Thus, typical-
ly, a particular wItge rate appears in more than one industry

1 labbr demand equation. As.regards the industry's capital -td-
output ratio, the denominator is based, in.part, on the macro-
economic model's forecast of the variable, "gross.product
originating" (GP0).5 This is divided into manufacturing. or non-
manufacturing.GPO based on each sector's share of total industry
outpOt. Time series data on the ratio's...capital stock component,
the numerator, come from/a historic data base. maintained by BEA.
For a manufacturing industry, the forecasted capttal*stock Is
equal to the manufacturing sector's current capital stockiplus an
increment reflecting the perlentage increase in the aggregate
capital stock that .is forecasted by the macroeconomic model; for
a nonmanufacturing industry, this increment is added tb the non-
manufacturing sector's current capital stock to obtain the
sector's forecasted capital, stock. When these four forecasted
valdeb are substituted into the statistically estimated labor
demand equation, the resulting calculation yields the forecasted
employment in the industry. An overview of all the processes and
interrelationships.is provided by the flow chart in Figure 5.

5GPO is identical to a supply -side measure of GNP, "charges
. against gross national product." For a discussion of the latter

concept, see George Jaszi and Carol S. Carson, "The National
Income and Product Accounts of the United States: An Overview,"
Survey of Current Business, Vol. 59 (October 1979)) pp. 25-34.

19
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ENCLOSURE I

OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT MODEL

The projections of the dccupati4n 1 employment model,.
illustrated in Figure 6, area-fuhction of two sets of inputs:

o. the. industry employment model's forecasted employment levels,
which are disaggregated to 372 industr =s corresponding to*'

. OMB's 3-digit Standard Industrial Class ',cation and

o BLS-SevelOped.staffing patterns for each ndu try.

An industrystafiag pattern refers to the dis rib ion or compo-
sition of theinduftry labor force in terms'of he occupations
represented; for example, fifty percent of a pa titular indus-
try's labor force may be.assemblers and the othe half typists

...BLS obtains data on staffing patteFns from the Occupational.
Employment Survey (OES). The staffing pattern data are collected
from employers by state employment agencies on a 3 -year cycle --
manufacturing 1 year and nonmanufacturing divided over the next 2
years. This employment information is collected for approximate-
ly 1,500 occupations, and allows calculation of a ratio between
employment in an occupation as a percent of total employment in
each industry.

The ratios so obtained are, of course, based on historic
data. Although past staffing patterns may not continue through
1995, data collection activities in the OES have not been under-
taken for.a sufficiently long period to permit the applitation of
formal statistical methods to forecast future staffing patterns.
As a result, BLS has to-make.judgmental forecasts of the future
values of them. Where some concern exists that-a particular
staffing pattern yatio may in the future depart substantially
from its current value, BLS uses a varied of ways to adjust that
ratio. One way is to conduct field interviews with persons
deemed knowledgeable about either the occupation or the indus-.
tries where this occupation is most heavily concentrated (or
both). The final steps in the occupational forecasting process
are to: (1) multiply each forecasted staffing pattern ratio by
the corresponding labor demand by industry (as forecasted'by the

4F industry employment model)to forecast occupational employment
from each industry, and (2) sum, across industries, forecasted
employment in each occupation to obtain total projected occupa-
tional employment levels.

ENCLOSURE I

I
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Figura S.

Occupational Employment Modal
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RELATIVE EFFECTS OF THE DETERMINANTS

.OF INDUSTRY AND OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT

PROJECTIONS -- THE FIRST SET OF SIMULATIONS
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ENCLOSURE II
r.

ENCLOSURE II

Relative Impact of Gross National Product
On Projected 1995 Industry Employment Levels
Resulting from. the Mist Set of Simulations
(percentage change from estimated 1977 levels)

.
Aircraft
Blast furnaces and basic steel products
Cement and concrete products
Complete guided missiles & space vehicles
Computers, and peripheral equipment
Construction, miningl& oilfield machinery
Cutlery, handtoolso and geneoral hardware
Electriclighting' and wiring

58.14
58.14
58.16
58.18
58.13
58.13
58.11
58.15

Electric transmission equipment . . 58.16
Electridal industrial apparatus 58.15
Electrical machinery and equipment, n.e.c. 58.15
Electronic components, .. 58.15.
Engines, tyrbines, and generators 58.16
Fabricated metal products, n.e.c. 58.15
gibricated structural metal products 58.14
Farm machinery 58.14
Furniture and fixtures, except household 58.12
General industrial machinery 58.14
Glass 58.14
Heating apparatus and plumbing fiXtures 58.12
Household appliances 58.17
Household furniture 58;13
Iron and steel foundries and forgings 58.15
Jewelry and"silverware 58.17
Logging % x 58.10
Manufactured products, n.e.c. . 58.15
Mateiial-handling equipment 58.17
Medical and dental instruments 58.13
Metal containers 58.21
Metal stampings 58.15
Metalworking machinery 58.15
Millwork, plywood,& wood products,n.e.c 58.13
Motor vehicles 58.14
Motorcycles, bicycles, and parts 58.33
Musical instruments and sporting goods 58.14
Nonelectrical machinery, n.e.c. 58.13
Optical and ophthalmic equipment 58.09
Ordnance 58.12
Photographic equipment and supplies 58.15 .

Pottery and related products 58.04
Prim. nonfer. metals & products, n.e.c. 58.17
Primary aluminum and aluminum products 58.13
Primary copper and copper products 58.16
Radio and communication equipment . 58.13 Or
Radio and television receiving sets 58.13
Railroad equipment 58.21

24
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an-

Relative Impact of Gross Nttional Product
( On Protected 199 .Industry Employment Levels
' Result ng from the First Set of Simulaf ions
(percentage change fromestimated 1977 levels)

E
Sawmills and planing mills w 58.16
Scientific and controlling instruments .. 58.16
Screw machine products , 58.12
Service industry machines 58.13
Ship and boat building and repair 58.13
Special industry machinery 50.16
Stone and clay products, n.e.c. 58.15
Structural clay products 58.20
Telephone and telegraph apparatus "58.16
Transportation equipment, n.e.c. 58.13
Typewriters and other office equipment. , 58.16
Watches, clocks,& clock-oper. deOices .58.00

/ Wooden containers 58.10

01

0
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ENCLOSURE II., ENCLOSURE II

Relative Impact of Demand Distribution
On Projected 1995 Industry Employment Levels
Resulting from the First Set of simulations
(percentage change from estimated 1977 levels).

Computers and peripheral equipment 176.56
Telephone and telegraph apparatus 60.95
Radio and television receiving sets 53.90
Rgdio and communication equipment 51.78
Typewriters and other office equipment 51.43
Optical and ophthalmic equipment 47.94
Electronic components 47.60
Photographic equipment and supplies
Medical and dental instruments N.A;
Service industry machines 20.18
Ordnance 11.16
EfectriCal,industrial apparatus
Engines, turbines, and generators

L 9.91
6.16

Electrical machinery and equipment, n.e.c. 4.77
3.48 jeAircraft .48

Construction, mining,& oilfield machinery 3.19
Electric transmission equipment 2.79
Household appliances 2.72
Material-handling equipment
Glass 1.71
Complete guided missiles & space vehicles 0.91
Prim. nonfer. metals & products, n.e.c. 0.61
Electric lighting and wiring 0.15
Primary aluminum and aluminum products -0.13
Fabricated metal products, n.e.c. J -0.95
Primary copper and copper products -1.56
General industrial machinery -1.69
Scientific and controlling instruments -2.26
Metalworking machinery -2.31
Fabricated structural metal products -2.76
Wooden containers -2.86
Stone and clay products, n.e.c. -3.36
Metal containers -4.23
Nonelectrical machinery, n.e.c. -4.69
Furniture and fixtures, except household -4.83
Screw machine products -5.64
Blast furnaces and basic steel products -7.60
Manufactured products, n.e.c. -7.65
Transportation equipment, n.e.c. -7.76
Logging -7.98
Iron and steel foundries and forgings -9.14
Ship and boat building and repair -9.42
Musical instruments and sporting goods -10.28
Millwork, plywood,& wood productsvn.e.c -10.72
Heating apparatus and plumbing fixtures -11.88
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ENCLO;'ZI ENCVISURE II

Relative Impact orDemand Distribution
On Pro.lected 1995. Industry__ imp lament_ Levels .

Resulting from the first Set of Simulations
(percentage change from estimated 1977 levels)

Cutlery, handtools, and gQneral hardware
Metal stampings
Sawmills and planing mills
Household furniture
Cement and concrete products
Special industry machinery
Farm machinery
Motor vehicles
Jewelry and silverware
Watches, clocks,& clock-oper. devices
Motorcycles, bicycles, and parts
Railroad equipment
Structural clay products
Pottery and related products

P,

oo

27
55

- 12.11
-12.27
-13.90
- 14.79
-16.62
- 17.63
-19.04
-23.25 1

- 24.95
-27.00
- 31.67
-31.79
- 32.60 e
-34.35



-.ENCLOSURE II ENCLOSURE II

Relative Impact of Productivity
On Projected 1995 Industry Employment Levels
Resulting prom the First Set of Simulations
(percentage change from estimated 1977 revels)

Complete guided missiles & space vehicles'
Scientific and controlling instruments
Medical and dental instruments
Screw machine products
Pottery and related products
Primary copper and copper products
NonelectriCal machinery, n.e.c.
Jewelry and silverware
Prim. nonfer. metals & products, n.e.c..
Motorcycles, bicycles, and parts
Furniture and fixtures, except household
Wooden containers
Railroad equipment
Special industry machinery
Wital stampings
Construction, mining,& oilfield machinery
Iron and steel foundries and forgings
Fabricated structural metal products
Aircraft
Millwork, plywood,& wood produdts,n.e.c
Household furniture
Ship and boat building and repair
Material-handling equipment
Cutlery, handtoolse and general hardware
Heating apparatus and plumbing fixtures
Fabricated metal products, n.e.c.
Electric transmission equipment
Cement and concrete products
Primary aluminum and aluminum products
General industrial machinery
Stone and clay products, n.e.c.
Metalworking machinery
Engines, turbines, and generators
Electric lighting and wiring
Blast furnaces and -basic steel products
Motor vehicles
Farm machinery
Glass
Electrical machinery and equipment, n.e.c.
Scwmills and planing mills
Musical instruments and sporting goods
Ordnance
Electrical industrial apparatus
Logging
Transportation equipment, n.e.c.

28 5.

31.67
8.58
7.81

-2.77
-5.43
-7.62'

-10.75
- 10.97
-11.46
- 11.67
-12.48
- 12.86
-13.57
- 13.68
-13.95
- 14.71 ,
-15.63
- 15.84
- 15.96
- 16.02
- 16.16'
-16.34
- 17.85
- 17.89
-18.26
- 18.96
-19.11
- 19.96
- 20.47
- 20.47
- 20.62
- 20.83
20.88

- 22.10
-23.39
-23.53
- 24.3V
- 24.32
-24.70
- 25.44
-28.76
-30.00
- 30.00
- 31.31
- 31.40
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.4

Relative Impact productivity
On. Pro ect 1995 industry. ERA* ent Levels
testa ng from the First Set of imulations 0
(percentage change !fbm estimated 1991 levels)

Metal containers -32.69 e-""V
Service industry machines -34.44
Household appliances -35.50
Manufactured products, n.e.c. -36.35
Photographic equipment and supplies -36.69
Watches, clockspirclock-oper. devttes -42.00
Computers and peripheral equipment -42.18
Structural clay products -42.20
Typewriters and other office equipment 42.24
Radio and communication equipment -42.38
Telephone and telegraph,apparatus 4 -46.60
Electronic components -48.40
Optical and ophthulmic equipment -49.26
Radio and television receiving sets -63.01

J
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ENCLOSURE II 4 ENCLOSURE II

Relative Impact of Input- Output Coefficients!

75.95
10.19
8.68'

On Prolected 1995 Industry Imployment Levels
Result mq from the'Plat-gift_pf Simtaa4oni

,i2elefnaltstikoe from estimated 1977 levels)

Electronic components
Computers and peripheral equipment
Scientific and controlling instruments
Optical and ophthalmic equipment 7.94
Motorcycles, bicycles, and pirts 7.78
Radio and communication equipment 6.60
Telephone. and telegraph apparatus 6.19
Farm machinery 5.09
Photographic equipment and supplies 4.54
Aircraft 3.08
Typewriters and other office equipment 2.45
Watches,clocks,& clock-oper. devices 2.00
Electric transmission equipment 1.68
Electrical industrial apparatus 1.59
Material-handling equipment 1.40
Radio and television receiving sets 1.14
Pottery and related products 1.09
Engines, turbines, and generators 0.64'
Complete ogided missiles & space vehicles 0.61
Ordnance 0.58
Medical and dental instruments , 0.47
Service industry machines 0.41
Household furniture 0.22
Transportation equipment, n.e.c. 0.09
Stone and clay products, n.e.c. 0.00,
Electric lighting and wiring -0.10
J welry and silverware -0.11

usehold appliances -0.11
onelectrical machinery, n.e.c. -0.12
abricatedNstructural metal products -0.13
onstruction, mining,& oilfield machinery -0.19
urniture and fixtures, except household -0.20
sical instruments and sporting goods -0.2190.

S ecial industry machinery -0.42
Cutlery, handtools, and general hardware -0.57
Heating apparatus and plumbing fixtures -0.58
Cement and concrete products -0.70
Electrical machinery and equipment, n.e.c. -0.73
Fabricated metal products, n.e.c. -0.74
Ship and boat building and repair -0.89
Metalworking machinery -1.29
Structural clay products -1.60
Millwork, plywood/6 wood products/n.e.c -1.78
Motor vehicles -2.23
General industrial machinery -2.fI8
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ENCLOSURE II' ENCLOSURE IL

Relative Impact of. Input-Oukput Coefficients
On Projected 1995 Industry Employment Levels
Resulting from the First Set. of Simulations
(percentageochange from estimated 1977 levels)

Railroad equipment -3.04 44.

Manufactured products, n.e.c. -5.60 0
Piimary aluminum and aluminum products -6.27
Sawmills and planing mills -9.17
Metal stlimpings -10.84
Logging
Glase
Screw machine `products -17.82
Primary copper and copper products -19.25
Metal containers -21.03
Iron and steel foundries and forgings - 26.92
Prim. nonfer. metals & products, n.e.c. -27.20
Blast furnaces and basic steel products -27.38
Wooden containers , -60.48
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ENCLOSURE II ENCLOSURE

Relative Impact of Gross National Product
On Projected 1995 Occupational Employment Levels

Resulting from the First Set bf Simulations
(percentage change from estimated 1977 levels)

Accountants and auditors 58.15.
Automotive mechanics 58.15
Blue collar worker supervisors 58.15
Bookkeepers, hand .04 58.15
Building custodians 58.14
Carpenters 58.12
Cashiers 58.15
Clerical supervisors 58.13
Computer operators + '58.13
Computer programmers 58.15
CoMputer systems analysts .58.17
Cooks, restaurant 58.12
Cooks, short order & spec. fast food 58.16
Delivery and route workers 58.14
Electrical & electronic technicians 58.13
Electrical engineers 58.14
Electricians 58..13
Fakt. rood prep., and service worker 58.15
Genral clerks, office 58.14
Guards .

,

. 58.14
Helpers, trades 58.14
Kitchen helpers 58.15
Lawyers- 58.11
Licensed practical nurses 58.13
Mainten. repairers gen. utility 58.12
Nurses, registered .58.15
Nursing aides, orderlies & attend. 58.13
Physicians 58.17
Receptionists 58.17
Sales clerks 58.14
Salok representativs, nontechnisal 58.14
Safte'representatilies, technical 58.15
Kndrgrtn. & elementary school tchrs . 58.14
Secretaries 58.15
Stock clerks, stockroom & warehouse 58.15
Store managers 58.13
Tellers 58.13
Truck drivers 58.15
Typists 58.13
Waiters and waitresses 58.14
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ENCLOSURE II ENCLOSURE II

Relative /mpag of Demand. Distribution
On Projected 14§95 OCcupational Employment Levels

kesuIting.from-the First Set gf Simulations
(percentage change from estimated 1977 levels)

Electrical engineers 23.48
Tellers . 19.87
Electrical & electronic technicians 15.78
Computer programmers 13.30
Nursing aides,dorderlies & attend. 10.57

4kPhysicians 6.04
Clerical supervisors 6.01
Receptionists 4.55
Licensed practical nurses 4.04
Computer operators
Computer systems analysts 2:::
Nurses, registered 1.70
Store managers 1.35
Guards 1.00
Sales clerks 0.58
Cashiers 0.23
Stock clerks, stockroom & warehouse -0.40
Salei representatives, technical -0.43
Accountants and auditors -1.15
Bookkeepers, hand -1.3V
Sales representatives, nontechnical -1.65

.General clerks, office -1.67
Secretaries -1.73
Building custodians -3.42
Blue collar worker supervisors -3.66
Automotive mechanics -4.33
Delivery and route workers -4.53
Mainten. repairers gen. utility -5.18
Typists -5.40
Kitchen helpers -6.30
Cooks, restaurant
Lawyers -6.74
Truck drivers -6.77
Waiters and waitresses -7.37
Helpers, trades -7.42
Electricians -7.67
Carpenters -8.81
Cooks, short order & spec. fast food -9.76
Fast food prep., & service workers. -11.86
Kndrgrtn. & elementary school tchrs, -22.93
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ENCLOSURE II ENCLOSURE II

Relative Impact of Productivity
On Projected 1995 Occupational Employment Levels

Resulting from the First Set of simulations
(percentage change from estimated 1977 levels)

Fast food prep., & service workers 25.02
Cooks, short" order & spec. fast food 21.57
Waiters and.waitresses 17.96.1
Lawyers -17.58
Cooks, restaurant 17.01
Kitchen '4elpers' 9.86
Physicians 2.72
Nursing aides, orderlies & attend. 2.36
Licensed practical nurses' ,,41 1.39
Nurses, registered 0.87
Receptionists -0.13
Kndrgrtn. & elementary school tchrs. -0.88
Carpenters # -1.45
Accountants and auditors -3.25
Secretaries -5.91
Bookkeepers, hand -6.74
Electricians -6.97
Building custodians -7.91
Typists -8.54
Automotive mechanics -8.59
Cashiers -9.01
Helpers, trades -10.17
Sales representatives, nontechnical -10.76

-10.89General clerks, office
Sales representatives, technical 4 -11.58
Computer operators -11.68

-Guards -11.79
Truck drivers -11.85
Sales clerks -12.12
Mainten. repairers gen. utility -12.31
Computer systems analysts -12.38
Store managers -12.76
Stock clerks, stockroom & warehouse -13.00
Delivery and route workers

:1513.1gComputer programmers
Clerical supervisors -16.36
Blue collar worker supervisors -17.55
Electrical & electronic technicians -17.58
Tellers -19.17
Electrical engineers -19.30
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(
Relative Impact of Input Output Coefficients

On Projected 1995 0c4uPati al Employment Levels
Reediting from de Mist et of Simulations
(percentile change from e imated 1977 levels)

Guards ' 30118
Computer programmers 17 17
Computer systems. analysts 15.08
Electrical engineers . 14.98
Computer operators 12.34
Electrical & electronic technicians 11.76
Building custodians 9.89 41

'Tellers 8.02 v.

Clerical supervisors 7.95
.

Typists 6.03 4
,Secretaries 4.61
Receptionists 4.49 .

General clerks, office 4.22 ,.

Accodntants and auditors 3.7'
Lawyers 3.11
Licensed practical nurses 3.01
Bookkeepers, hand 2.33
Mainten. repairers gen. util ty 2.14
Nurses, registred 1.50
Stock clerks, stockroom & warehouse 1.40
Delivery and route workers 1.09
Nursing aides, orderlies & attend. 0.57
Carpenters 0.51
Automotive mechanics . 0.35
Sales clerks

...e.-

0.31
Cashiers 0.31
Truck drivers

, 0.24
PhysiCians 0.19
Blue collar worker supervisors 0.13
Store managers 0.04
Kndrgrtn.'& elementary school tchrs. 0.01
Sales representatives, technical -0.30
Sales representatives, nontechnical -0.55
Helpers, trades -0.65
Electricians -1.12
Kitchen helpers -1.59
Cooks, restaurant -2.90
Waiters and waitresses -3.04 h

Cooks, short order & spec. fast food -3.71
Fast food prep., & service workers -4.17

ENCLOSURE II
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ENCLOSURE II *i ENCLOSURE II

Relative Impact of Staffing Patterns
On Projected 199 Occupational Ealployme t Levels

Resulting from the first Set of Simul tions
(percentage change from estimated 109 levels)

Computer systems analysts
Computer operators
Computer programmers
Kndrgrtn. & elementary school tchrs.
Electrical engineers
Cashiers
Electtical & electronic technicians
Lawyers
Store managers
Nurses, registered
AutomotiVe mechanics
Cooks, restaurant
AccoUntants and auditors

34.53
25.56
23.72
19.63
18.77
18.56
16.48
10.32
7.50
6.86
6.52
6.38
4.99

Blue collar worker supervisors 3.01
Mainten. repairers gen. utility 2.74
Physicians 2.35
Clerical supervisoltg 2.31
Receptionists 2.23
Electricians 1.19
Sales representatives, nontechnical 0.72
Truck drivers 0.31
Kitchen helpers 0.29
Guards 0.29
Fast food prep., & service workers 0.16
General clerks, office -0.07
Secretaries -0.27
Carpenters -0.61
Delivery and route workers -0.62
Sales representatives, technical -1.03
Waiters and waitresses -1.17
Tellers -1.63
Cooks, short order & spec. fast food -1.99
Sales clerks -3.29
Helpers, trades -4.1a
Licensed practical nurses -4.60
Building custodians -5.69
Stock clerks,. stockroom & warehouse -6.72
Nursing aides, orderlies & attend. -8.09
Typists -9.52
Bookkeepers, hand -10.16
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ENCLOSURE III ENCLOSURE III

Relative Impact of Grose National Product
On-PrOjected-T995 Vidustry Emplsyment revels
Resulting from the Second get or Simulations
(percentage cfiange"prom projected 1995 levels)

Electronic components
Computers and peripheral equipment

.

Fabricated structural metal products
Motor vehicles
Scientific and controlling instruments
Medical and dental instruments
Construction, mining, oilfield machineryi

-31.45
-31.44
-31.45
-31.45
-31.45
-31.43
-31.44

Millwork, plywood, and wood products -31.44
Fabricated metal pivducts, n.e.c. -31.44
Household furniture -31.45
Electrical industrial apparatus -31.47
Metalworking machinery . -31:45
Aircraft % -31.44
General industrial machinery

, -31.43
Electric lighting and wiring -31.45
Metal stampings -31.45
TeleOhone and telegraph apparatus -31.47
Cutlery, handtoolst'and general hardware -31.47
Service industry machines -31.43
Engines, turbines, and generators -31.46
Nonelectrical machinery, n.e.c. -31.45
Blast furnaces and basic steel products

,Stone and clay products, n.e.c.
-31.46
-31.43

Iron and steel foundries and forgings -31.45
Ship and boat building and repair -31.44
Household appliances -31.46
Electrical machinery and equipment, n.e.c. -31.43
Electric transmission equipment -31.45
Glass -31.46
Material-handling equipment -31.44
Primary aluminum and aluminum products -31.46
Special industry machinery -31.4A
Photographic equipment and supplies -31.41
Radio and communication equipment -31.45
Transportation equipment, n.e.c. -31.47
Primary copper and copper products -31.45
Complete guided missiles & space vehicles -31.42
Farm machinery -31.45
Cement and concrete products , -31.42
Sawmills and planing mills -31.43
Screw machine products U -31.45
Furniture and fixtures, except household -31.43
Jewelry and silverware -31.50
Typewriters and other office equipment -.31.40
Radio and television receiving sets -31.38
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ENCLOSURE III ENCLOSURE III

Relative Impact of Gross National Product
On Projected 1995 Industry Employment Levels
Resulting from the second Set of Simulations
(percentage change from projected 1995 levels)

Heating apparatus and plumbing fixtures -31.46
Musical instruments and sporting goods -31.49
Optical and ophthalmic equipment -31.45
Railroad equipment -31.34
Pottery and related products -31.42
Ordnance -31.46
Motorcycles, birycles, and parts -31.47
Primary nonferrous metals & metal products -31.49
Watches, clocks, & clock-operated devices -31.28
Logging -31.43
Manufactur d products, n.e.c. -31.46
Metal co ainers f -31.41
Structu 1 clay products -31.46

-31.53Wooden containers

i
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ENCLOSURE III ENCLOSURE III

Relative Impact of Demand Distribution
On Projected 1995 IndosU.sy Employment Levels
Resulting frrn uhe Second Set of NTRUIRIons
(percentage change fromyrojected 1995 levels)

Pottery and related products
--:.-Structural clay products
'Railroad equipment
Motorcycles, bicycles, and parts
Watches, clocks, & clock-operated devices
Jewelry .and silverwace
Motor vehicles
Farm machinery

50.31
49.01
48.30
40.10
34.12
32.93.
30.36
22.27

Special industry machinery 21.38
Cement and concrete products 20.02
Household furniture 17.12
Sawmills and planing mills 17.01
Metal stampings 15.01
Heating apparatus and plumbing fixtures, 13.43
Cutlery, handtools, and general hardware 13.34
Millwork, plywood, and wood products 11.48
Musical instruments and sporting goods 11.34
Ship and boat building and repair 10.34
Iron and steel foundries and forgings 9.46
Blast furnaces and basic steel products 8.96
Traniportation equipment, n.e.c. 8.35
Manufactured products, n.e.c. 8.24
Logging 6.82
Screw machine products 6.64
Metal containers 5.13
,Furniture and fixtures, except household 5.00
Nonelectrical machinery, n.e.c. 4.05
Stone and clay products, n.e.c. 3.46
Fabricated structural metal products 2.76
Wooden containers 2.70
Metalworking machinery 2.20
Primary copper and copper products lir 2.12
Scientific and controlling instruments '.80
General industrial machinery 1.52
Fabricated metal products, n.e.c. 0.49
Electric lighting and wiring -0.16
Primary aluminum and aluminum products -0.39
Complete guided missiles & space vehicles -1.00
Glass -1.70
Primary nonferrous metals & metal products -1.76
Material-handling equipment -1.92
Household appliances -2.71
Construction, mining, & oilfield machinery -3.16
Aircraft -3.37
Electric transmission equipment -3.44
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ENCLOSURE III ENCLOSURE III

ft,..lative Imvitt of Demand Distribution
On Pro ected 1995 Industry Employment Levels
e su n rroul tne Second Set of Simulations
ercentage change rom ro ec e. 1*5 eve s

Electrical machinery and equipment, n.e.c. -4.94
Engines, turbines, and generators -5.97
Electrical industrial apparatus -8.90
Ordnance -10.06
Service industrylmachinea -16.86
Medical and dental instruments -19.45
Photographic equipment and.supplies -22.64
Electronic components -31.58
Optical and ophthalmic equipment -31.66
Radio and communication equipment -33.45
Typewriters and other office equipment -33.57
Radio and television receiving sets -34.93
Telephone and telegraph apparatus -36.82
Computers and peripheral equipment -61.95
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ENCLOSURE III ENCLOSURE III

Relative Impact of Productivity
On Projected 1995 Industry Employment Levels
Resulting from the Second Set of Simulations
(percentage change from projected 1995 levels)

Radio and television receiving sets 102.76
Railroad equipment 80.04
Watches, clocks, & clock-operated devices 72.51

B!.16

Structural clay products
Manufactured products, n.e.c.
Metal containers
Engines, turbines, and generators 60.90
Typewriters and other office equipment 60.78
Blast furnaces and basic steel products 57.50
Motor vehicles 56.08
Heating apparatus and plumbing fixtures
Electronic components . 1113.09
Farm machinery 51.05
Electrical industrial apparatus 50.28
Household appliances 50.13
Material-handling equipment 45.49
Photographic equipment and supplies 45.33
Stone and clay products, n.e.c. 44.29
Primary nonferrous metals & metal products 43.71
Jewelry and silverware 43.50
.Service industry machines 43.25
Electrical machinery and equipment, n.e.c. 42.23
General industrial machinery 41.60
Iron and steel foundries and forgings 41.58
Primary aluminum and aluminum products 40.01
Electric transmission equipment 40.00
Ordnance 39.53
Construction, mining, & oilfield machinery 39.42
Special industry machinery 33.77
Radio and communication equipment 37.82
Cement and concrete products 37.66
Fabricated metal products, n.e.c. 37.59
Sawmills and planing mills 34.02
Metal stampings 33.20
Pabridated structural metal products 32.81
Primary copper and copper products 32.16
Optical and ophthalmic equipment 31.88
Metalworking machinery 30.63
Logging 28.92
Computets and peripheral equipment 26.89
Electri,.: lighting and wiring 26.54
Glass 26.52
Cutlery, handtoois, and general hardware 26.22
Musical instruments and sporting goods 25.41
Transportation equipment, n.e.c. 25.14
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'ENCLOSURE III ENCLOSURE III

Relative impact of Productivity
On Projected 1,95 Industry Employment Levels
ResuItng_from the Second Set of Simulations
(percentage change from projected 1995 levels)

Nonelectrical machinery, n.e.c.
Telephone and telegraph apparatus
Furniture and fixtures, except household
Shin and boat building and repair
Millwork, plywood, and wood products

23.02
22.43
18.19
17.91
17.76

Complete guided missiles 6 space vehicles 16.96
Aircraft 15.80
Household furniture 15.36
Motorcycles, bicycles, and parts 14.21
Screw machine prodUcts 9.71
Pottery and related products 6.78
Wooden containers 6.31
Scientific and controlling instruments -1.75
Medical and dental instruments -7.87
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ENCLOSURE III

VOW
ENCLOSURE III

Relative Im act of Input-Out ut Coefficients
On Pro ected 995 In ustsy Emp syment Levees
Result ng from the Secona Set or Simulations
(percentage change from projected 1995 levgls)

Wooden containers
Blast furnaces and basic steel products
Iron and steel foundries and forgngs
Primary nonferrous metals & metal products
Metal containers
Primayy copper and copper products
Screw machine products
Glass
Metal stampings
Logging
Sawmills and planing mills
Primary aluminum and aluminum products
Manufactured products,, n,e.c.
Railroad equipment
Gen'ral industrial machinery
Mob8r vehicles
Structural clay products
Millwork, plywood, and wood products
Metalworking machinery
Ship and boat building and repair
Cement and concrete products
Heating apparatus and plumbing fixtures
Special industry machinery
Electrical machinery and equipment, n.e.c.
Fabricated metal products, n.e.c.
Cutlery, handtools, and general hardware
Furniture and fixtures, except household
Musical instruments and sporting goods
Construction, mining) & ollfield machinery
Household appliances
Fabricated structu. 1 met ..s products
Electric lighting a wising
Stone and clay products, n.e.c.
Jewelry and silverware
Transportation eq.lipment, n.e.c.
Household furniture
Service industry machines
Medical and dental instruments
Nonelectrical machinery, n.e.c.
Ordnance
Cor 'ete guided missiles & space vehicles
Eng-aes, turbines, and generators
Radio and television receiving sets
Electrical industrial apparatus
Material-handling equipment
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154.05
38.65
36.13
35.84
27.40
24.50
22.41
)5.73
13.19
12.23
10.88
6.19
5.95
4.39
2.44
2.33
1.99
1.77
1.17
0.89
0.79
0.51
0.33
0.31
0.26
0.25

19

14
0.11
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.00

-0.10
-0.18
-n.42
-0.47
-0.55
-0.70
-0.70
-0.72
-0.78
-0.98
-1.43
-1.60
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'ENCLOSURE III

,Relative Im act of In ut-Out
On Pro ecte n ustr

ENCLOSURE III
. 1

I

ut Coefficients
FITEEiVOT

Resu t ng roan t e =econ et o ons
levels)(percentage change from projected 1995

Typewriters and other office equipment -1.74
Pottery and related products . -2.26
aectric transmission equipment -2.38
Aircraft -3.00
Photographic equipment and supplies -3.57
Watches, clocks, & cock- operated devices -4.27
Telephone and telegraph apparatus -4.45
Computers and peripheral equipment -4.50
FLOW and communication equipment -5.26.
Farm machinery -5.76
Optical and ophthalmic equipment -6.31
Scientific and controlling instruments -8.44
Motorcycles, bicycles,, and. parts -10.66
Electronic components -42.61
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ENCLOSURE II/ ENCLOSURE III

Relative Impact:of Gross National Product
On Projected 1995 Occupational liloyment Levels

Resulting from ihe.SecOnd set Simulations
(percentage change from projectea 1995 levels

Buildilg custodians -31.45
Cashiers' -31.45
Secretaries -31.45
General clerks, office -31.45
Sales clerks -31.45
Nurses, registered -31.45
Waiters and waitresses -31.45
Kndrgrtn. & elementary school tchrs. -31.45
Truck drivers -31.45
Nursing aides, orderlies & attend. -31.45
Sales representatives, technical -31.45
Accountants and auditors -31.45
Automotive mechanics -31.44
Blue collar worker supervisors -31.45
Kitchen helpers -31.45
Guards -31.45
Fast food prep., & service wkrs. -31.45
Store managers -31.44
Carpenters -31.45
Electrical & electronic technicians -31.45
Licensed practical nurses -31.45
CoMputer systems analysts -31.44
Electrical engineers -31.45
Computer programmers -31.44
Mainten. repairers gen. utility -31.45
Helpers, trades -31.45
Receptionists -31.45
Electricians -31.45
Physicians r -31.44
Clerical supervisors -31.45
Computer operators -31.45
Sales representatives, nontechnical -31.45
Lawyers -31.44
Stock clerks, stockroom & warehouse -31.45
Typists -31.45
Delivery and route workers -31.45
'Bookkeepers, hand , -31.45
Cooks, restaurant
Tellers -31.45
Cooks,short order & spec. fast food -31.46
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ENCLOSURE III

0

ENCLOSURE III

Relative Impact of Demand Distribution

4

On Pro ected.1995 Occu ational Em lo ent Levels
Resu
(percentage cnange rrom pro ecte eve s)

12.22,
9.85

. 9.69
'9.56
8.70.
8.41
7.44
7./:
7.15
6.43
5.95
5.32
5.31
4.16
3.19
2.84
2.73
2.70
2.45
1.61
1.41
0.63
0.43
0.42
0.33

-0.57

-1.76
-2.32
-3.29
-4.50
-4.79
-6.20
-8.07
-9.41
-13.67
-15.74

Kndrgrtn..& elementary school tchrs.
Fast food prep., & service wkrs.
Cooks, short order & spec. fast food
Waiters and waitresses
Carpenters.
Cooks, restaurant
Electricians
Helpers, trades
Kitchen helpers

drivers
Lawyers
Typists'
Mainten. repairers gen. utility
Blue collar worker supervisors
Automotive mechanics
Delivery and route workers
Secretaries
Accountants and auditors
General clerks, office
Building custodians
Bookkeepers, hand %

Sales representatives, nontechnical
Stock clerks, stockroom & warehouse
Cashiers
Sales representatives, technical
Store managers
Sales .clerks
Computer systems analysts
Computer operators
Guards
Nurses, registered
Physicians
Licen3ed practical nurses
Clerical supervisors
Receptionists
Computer programmers
Electrical & electronic technicians
Nursing aides, orderlies & attend.
Electrical engineers.
Tellers



ENCLOSURE III ENCLOSURE III

Relhtive Impact of Productivity
On Prpjected 1995 Occupational. Employment Levels

Resulting from the Second Set of Simulttions
(percentage change from Rcojectect 1995 levels)

Blue collar worker supervisors
Electrilial engineers -

ElectriZal & electronic technicians
Tellers
Clerical supervisors
Truck drivers
Store managers
Delivery and route workers
Stock clerks, stockroom & warehouse
Computer. .programmers
Electricians
Carpenters
Sales clerks
Mainten. repairers )6n. utility
Computer systems analysts
Automotive mechanics .

Lawyers
Sales representatives, technical
Sales representatives, nontechnical
Computer operators
General clerks, office
Guards
Cashiers
Accountants and auditors
Bookkeepers, hand
Helpers, trades
Building custodians
Typists
Secretaries
Nurs'es, registered
Physicians
Licensed practical nurses
Nursing aides, orderlies & attend.
Receptionists
Cooks, restaurant
Kitchen helpers
Kndrgrtn. & elementary school tchrs.
Waiters and waitresses
Cooks, short order & spec. fast food
Fast food prep., & servi e wkrs.

0

26.66
26.11

. 23.94
23.47
20.18
19.74
19.56
18.50
17.74
17.53
17.40
17.30
16.91
16.88
16.36
16.19
16.08
15.05
14.99
14.57
14.11'
13.93
13.36
13.04
13.02
11.74
11.72
11.26
10.24
6.84
6:70
6.65
5.81
1.49
0.72
0.41

-0.57
-1.10
-2.51
-6.68



ENCLOSURE II/ ENCLOSURE. XII

Relative Impact of Input- Output oefficients
On Projected 1995 Occupational Employment Levels

Resuaing from the Second. Set of Simulations
(percentage change from projected .1995 levels)

Fast food prep.; & service wkrs.
Cooks, short order & spec. fast food
Waiters and waitresses
Cooks, restaurant
Kitchen helpers
Electricians
Sales representatives, nontechnical
Helpers, trades
Sales representatives, technical
Kndrgrtp. & elementary school tchrs.
Blue collar worker supervisors
Cashiers
Store managers
Sales clerks
Physicians
Automotive mechanics
Carpenters
Truck drivers
Delivery and route workers
Stock clerks, stockroom & warehouse
Nursing aides, orderlies & attend.
Nurses, registers
Bookkeepers, hand
Mainten. repairers gen. utility
Lawyers
Licensed practical nurses
Accountants and auditors
Receptionists
General clerks, office
Secretaries
Tellers

is
al supervisors
ng custodians
ical & electronic technicians

Cleri
Build
Elect

5.22
4.43
3.80
3.60
2.02
0.57
0.38
0.35
0.21

-0.02
-0.16
-0:21
- 0.22
-0.34
-0.4i
-0.48
-0.82
-0.90
-1.38
-1.52
- 1.58
- 1.68.
.-1.81
- 2.45
-2.66
-3.44
-3.60
-4.10
- 4.37
-4.38
-6.13
- 6.18
-6.86
-9.63
-9.65

Computer operators -12.84
Electrical engineers -13.08
Computer systems analysts -13.45
Computer programmers -14.98
Guards -23.28
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ENCLOSURE III ENCLOSURE III.

Relative Impact of Staffing Patterns
On Projected T995 Occupational Employment Levels

Resulting from the Second Set of Simulations
percentage change from Projected 1995 levels)

Bookkeepers, hand
Typists
Nursing aides, orderlies & attend.
Stock clerks, stockroom. & warehouse

. Building custodians
Licensed practical nurses
Helpers, trades
Sales clerks
Tellers
Cooks, short order & spec. fast food
Secretaries
Sales representatives, technical,
Waiters and waitresses
Guards,
General clerks, office .

Delivety and route workers
Fast Med prep., & service wkrs.
Sales representatives, nontechnical
Carpenters
Kitchen helpers.
Truck driyers
Electricians

-Clerical supervisors
Receptionists
Blue collar worker supervisors
Mainten. repairers gen. utility
Physicians
Autom tive mechanicsAl.a
Cooks, restaurant
Accoun nts and auditors
Store managers
Nurses, registered
Lawyers
Electrical & electronic technicians
Cashiers
Kndrgrtn. & elementary school tchrs.
Electrical engineers
Computer programmers
CQmputer operators
Computer systems analysts
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12.82
11.38
'8.70
7.84
5.41

.4.66
4.51
3.21
3.08
1.77
1.67
1.30
1.28
0.14

- 0.04
-0.11
-0.18.
-0.40

1 -0.44
-1.43
- 1.51

-2.21
-2.48

-2.80
-3.13
-3.40
-5.96
- 5.96
- 4.09
- 6.42
-6.47

- 11.27
-13.88
-15.63
-16.36
-16.49
- 18.88
-20.93
-24.63
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Centennial
of Labor

Statistics

DEC 211984

U.S. Department of Labor

Commissioner for
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Washington. D.C. 20212

Mr. Richard L. Fogel
Director
Human Risources Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Fogel:

Ur. Fool
Mr. anstein
Mr. Dettsmars 41,

Ur. farabough
C7

Mr. mar

Coitrel Ds!:

................=arasIMINNIINI

This is .in response to your letter of November 26, to Under Secretary
Ford B. Ford, requesting review and comment on your draft of the
proposed report, "Bureau of Labor Statistics Employment Forecasts:
Detailed Analysis of Selected Occupations and Industries
GAO/OCE-85-1." In reviewing this draft report we feel your staff has
done a very careful, thorough, and accurate presentation of the
projection procedures used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in
preparing our 1995 projections. Also, our review of the analyses.. and
calculations in this report showing. the effect of each of the factors
which determine the projected employment level for an industry or
occupation found them to be correct.

We have a few suggested corrections or modifications f the report.
These suggested changes are made directly on the attached report and
are for your consideration in preparing the final report..

Sincerely yours,

()AAA LA.4
JANET L. NORWOOD
Commissioner

Enclosure
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BERKLEY BEDELL Iowa

NOMMOM IMSKY VOr.
JIM COMM. MK

.

JAMS IL '71/ir 01.111. VA
SWIM, MY. M.
JOINS% P. AWN& MY
MIMS I. GOMM VOL

WIN MM. N.C.

Iiinittb itatesi *auk at ittprestntattbets
Committee on ibaudi PittifindiS

beimommittee &nerd (hemline msb the tconomp
1-303 Otte Jimehig

IBA. 20515

December 16, 1983

The Honorable Charles A. Bowsher
Comptroller General of the gpited States
United. States General Accouning Office
441 G Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Bowsher:

SILVIO 0. COMM
SIRRW000 L. St. KY.
WM& MUMS

5CMAIMI.

awommiummwrmilliMp,
IMM J. IJIYINI

MAWS w MCMILIJON
MS-2041144

MOMMENWommunne mom
CoMma t NNW

103411-3420

As I believe you know, Charles McMillion of my subcommittee and I have met with your
Economic and Program staff since last May to discuss GAO assistance in our work on
occupational projections. It is my belief that the accelerating pace and broad scope
of technological change has made occupatienal.forecasting increasingly difficult as it
becomes even more vital to our economic future.

BLS occupational forecasts are the basis fbr virtually all other such forecasts and
they figure significantly in a wide range of public policy considerations. Because of
the importance of the BLS analysis Dr. McMillion and I, with your staff and others,
have devoted considerable time to understihding the complex BLS employment projections
'stem. (see attachment A)

a

(here appears to be significantly differential treatment among industries and occupations
of historic input/output coefficients and staffing pattern ratios. Certainly new technology

. and more efficient managerial practices can be expected to result in changes in relative
industry demand for labor, and in the types of labor. But how does the BLS determine
differential change in productivity growth between industries and job growth between
occupations?

I would request the GAO to explicate,the methodology by which the BLS arrives at adjust-
ments to industry input/output coefficients and staffing pattern ratios. That is, that
you explain the rationale for any and all adjustments to base line projections within
both the Labor Demand Model and the Occupational Demand Model. I suggest that the
universe be limited to durable goods industries and to the 4') occupations (attachment B)
expected to provide the largest job growth to 1995.

This project is already several months beyond the timetable we agreed to with you staff.
`,I believe that it is a most important project and I or Dr. McMillion are available to
work with your staff to facilitate its rapid completion.

Sim rely,

erkley del

Attachments: Copy to Arthur J. Corazzini
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